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Abstract
The attachment of organic molecules known as functional groups to the surfaces of metals and semi-
conductors is called surface functionalization. It is a popular approach for tuning the underlying material’s
properties such as its surface chemistry, band gap, and chemical stability. Surface functionalization is used
in diverse fields such as molecular electronics, low-dimensional materials, biochemistry, catalysis, and pho-
toelectrochemistry.
Surface functionalization is becoming increasingly popular in the field of photoelectrochemical (PEC)
water-splitting, a promising carbon-free approach to produce hydrogen from liquid water. PEC water-
splitting cells consist of at least one semiconductor photoelectrode in contact with an aqueous electrolyte.
Surface functionalization has been shown to be an attractive strategy for tuning the photoelectrode’s surface
properties, enabling high-efficiency PEC devices. Experimental investigations of functionalized photoelec-
trode surfaces are quite extensive, showing that a diverse set of photoelectrode properties like stability, barrier
height, surface chemistry, and catalytic activity may be modified. However, first-principles computational
studies typically ignore or approximate properties of the functionalized photoelectrode such as substrate
doping and the presence of an electrolyte. Therefore, a systematic theoretical understanding of the effect of
functional groups on the photoelectrode’s surface properties is still lacking, resulting in a roadblock in using
rational design to further improve PEC device performance.
This thesis presents four illustrative studies wherein first-principles density functional theory (DFT),
finite-element device modeling, and first-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD) are used to elucidate the
role of adsorbates and organic functional groups in optimizing the photoelectrode’s surface properties and
consequently, in improving PEC device performance or modeling. These studies illustrate how molecule-
surface interactions may be used to improve the surface chemistry of photocatalysts, increase the barrier
height of functionalized photocathodes, improve the modeling and prediction of doped semiconductor surface
properties via charge transfer doping, and elucidate the interaction of functionalized polar and non-polar
photoelectrode surfaces with liquid water. In each study, the key results are explained in terms of the
ii
local chemistry and electrostatics of the photoelectrode surface, and the functional groups or adsorbates.
Therefore, the design principles obtained for surface functionalization as well as the computational techniques
may be extended to applications beyond PEC water-splitting.
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The attachment of organic molecules known as functional groups to the surfaces of metals and semi-
conductors is called surface functionalization. It is a popular approach for tuning the underlying material’s
properties such as its band gap, chemical stability, and surface chemistry.1–5 A schematic of a functional-
















Figure 1.1: Schematic of a functionalized semiconductor surface. Functional groups may be used to
improve stability, passivate reactive dangling bonds, tune the surface dipole, or improve catalytic activity.
as molecular electronics,4,6, 7 low-dimensional materials,1–3 biomedicine and biochemistry,8,9 catalysis,10–12
and photoelectrochemistry.12–14 The advantages of surface functionalization are primarily two-fold. First,
it provides dramatic tunability of the material’s properties through modification of the functional group’s
molecular constituents such as the presence of electrophilic or nucleophilic substituent groups, or the func-
tional group’s length.15,16 This allows one to fabricate functionalized semiconductor and metal surfaces
with a wide range of desired properties. Second, in the case of two-dimensional (2D) materials, surface
functionalization with non-covalently and weakly interacting organic molecules has emerged as an important
1
approach to tune the material’s properties without deteriorating its electronic structure.17
The functional group’s effect may be regarded as a perturbation to the underlying material’s properties
due to molecule-surface interactions at the functionalized surface.18 This opens the door to formulating de-
sign rules for surface functionalization in terms of the electrostatics and local chemistry of the functionalized
surface,19 which is an overarching theme of this thesis. While both experimental and theoretical inves-
tigations of functionalized surfaces are extensive,1–9,20–23 especially in the fields of molecular electronics,
low-dimensional materials, and biomedicine, interest in using surface functionalization as a viable strategy
to improve photoelectrochemical (PEC) device performance is relatively recent.12–14,24–27 Section 1.1.2 in-
troduces PEC devices and provides an overview of current research on using surface functionalization to
improve PEC device performance.
1.1.2 Photoelectrochemical Devices
Photoelectrochemical devices are used in a wide range of environmental and energy applications such
as water-splitting,28–30 water desalination and purification,31,32 and carbon dioxide reduction.33,34 These
devices consist of at least one semiconductor photoelectrode in contact with a liquid electrolyte. True to their
name, PEC devices use electron-hole pairs generated in the semiconductor photoelectrode under illumination
to drive electrochemical reactions at the photoelectrode/electrolyte interface.
PEC devices are receiving increased interest for renewable energy production, specifically hydrogen pro-
duction via solar-driven water-splitting in which sunlight is converted into storable chemical energy with
hydrogen and oxygen as the only by-products.28–30,35–37 This is in contrast to photovoltaic modules that
convert sunlight directly to electricity.38 PEC water-splitting is also an attractive alternative to industrial
hydrogen production methods that primarily rely on natural gas reforming, which accounts for significant
carbon dioxide emissions.39 Additionally, PEC water-splitting cells have shown increasingly higher solar-to-
hydrogen conversion efficiencies exceeding 10%.40
The water-splitting reaction is endothermic, requiring at least a 1.23 eV thermodynamic driving force.
It consists of two reaction halves, the oxygen evolution reaction (OER) that takes place at the photoanode,
SC + 2H2O + 4h
+ →SC + O2 + 4H+, and the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) that takes place at the
photocathode, SC + 4H+ + 4e− → 2H2 + SC, where SC is the corresponding semiconductor photoelectrode
for each reaction. Figure 1.2 shows a schematic of a PEC water-splitting cell with two semiconductor photo-
electrodes connected in series such that one functions as the photocathode and the other as the photoanode.
The photoelectrodes’ band edges must be favorably aligned with the reduction and oxidation potentials of
2
water (+0 and +1.23 eV respectively, with respect to the normal hydrogen electrode (NHE)).28,41–43 In
Figure 1.2, the conduction band minimum (CBM) of the photocathode (blue) is aligned with the water
reduction potential (H+/H2) and the valence band maximum (VBM) of the photoanode (red) is aligned


















Figure 1.2: Schematic of a PEC water-splitting cell with two photoelectrodes connected in series - an
n-type photoanode (red) and a p-type photocathode (blue). The applied bias voltage is V and the load
resistance is R. Figure adapted from Ref.42
As Figure 1.2 suggests, the photogenerated charges must selectively react with solution species at the
semiconductor surface. The efficiency of the PEC device is therefore sensitive to a range of properties of the
photoelectrode surface in contact with the electrolyte such as its surface chemistry and catalytic activity,
stability, barrier height for charge separation, and doping. Research efforts have thus focused on tuning
the photoelectrode’s surface properties to optimize device efficiency. Popular experimental approaches for
modifying the photoelectrode’s surface properties include the deposition of thin-film inorganic passivation
layers on the photoelectrode surface44–46 and more recently, the attachment of organic molecules to the
photoelectrode surface.24–27 Both these approaches allow multiple surface properties of the photoelectrode
to be tuned simultaneously.47 Organic functional groups have been most commonly used to improve the
stability,48,49 barrier height,27,50 and catalytic activity51,52 of photoelectrodes. A brief overview of the
present status of research on functionalized photoelectrodes with a focus on computational studies is provided
here.1
1The discussion is partly borrowed from Ref.42 Permission obtained from ChemSusChem, 12 (9), 1858-1871 (2019). Wiley.
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Photocorrosion of photoelectrodes via photo-induced oxidation or reduction results in degradation of
PEC device performance and lifetime, as well as in a reduction in available photocurrent.53,54 Organic
functional groups have been shown to effectively enhance the photoelectrode’s stability against photocor-
rosion (referred to as photoelectrode stability), typically through passivation of reactive dangling bonds
(Figure 1.1).48,49,55 Experimental investigations on improving photoelectrode stability using surface func-
tionalization are extensive, but maintaining stability over the desired lifetime of a PEC device is still an active
area of research.49,54,56,57 Computational studies of photoelectrode stability have been challenging even for
non-functionalized surfaces because the presence of the electrolyte needs to be taken into account. This
is typically done through empirical corrections,53 implicit solvation models,58 or explicitly using expensive
first-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD) simulations.59
Chen and co-workers recently used density functional theory (DFT) calculations53 in conjunction with
previous electrochemistry experimental data60 (Gibbs free energies of electrolyte species) to predict the ther-
modynamic oxidation/reduction potentials of non-functionalized photoelectrodes in water, providing useful
insights for photoelectrode design. For example, they showed that all the non-oxide materials they studied
(III-V semiconductors, Si, SiC, Ge, and metal chalcogenides) are ideal candidates for p-type photocathodes
because they are susceptible to oxidation, but not to reduction. Similar studies have been performed on
non-functionalized meta-stable vanadate materials,61 Ta3N5 photocatalysts,
62 and manganese-based pho-
toanodes.63 Indirectly including electrolyte effects through empirical corrections as these studies have done
is less computationally expensive than explicitly simulating water using FPMD, allowing one to screen many
candidate photoelectrode materials.53
A knowledge of reaction mechanisms that cause and/or prevent photoelectrode photocorrosion is impor-
tant for developing strategies to improve photoelectrode stability. Reaction pathways can be approximately
determined using DFT and saddle-point methods such as nudged elastic band (NEB) calculations.64 These
studies are approximate because rather than explicitly modeling the electrolyte, they simulate just a few
electrolyte species. Patrito and co-workers have recently used this approach to show that for Si(111) sur-
faces, alkene/alkyne functional groups are more stable than alkane groups due to larger steric effects in the
former.65 Similar studies have also been performed on non-functionalized silicon carbide66 and iron oxide
photoelectrodes.67 These studies provide useful trends for photoelectrode stability, but unfortunately, explicit
modeling of the water environment has been shown to be crucial for accurate predictions of photocorrosion
reaction pathways, which are sensitive to the detailed structure and chemistry of the photoelectrode/elec-
trolyte interface.42,59
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Most computational approaches for investigating photoelectrode stability, are yet to be used for function-
alized photoelectrode surfaces, presenting a significant gap between computational and the more extensive
experimental48,49,68–70 investigations. Moreover, experimental observations of water interactions with func-
tionalized semiconductor surfaces are wide-ranging and often poorly understood69,70 making it difficult to
rationally design functionalized photoelectrode surfaces with superior stability without theoretical insights.
The photoelectrode’s barrier height is yet another surface property that is commonly tuned using organic
functional groups.27,71,72 The barrier height is the energetic barrier created by band bending at the photo-
electrode/electrolyte interface for the flow of majority carriers from the semiconductor into the electrolyte
(electrons in n-type photoanodes and holes in p-type photocathodes).42 A larger barrier height leads to
better charge separation at the photoelectrode/electrolyte interface, enabling dramatic improvements in the
open-circuit voltage and efficiency of the PEC device.27,71,72 Most experimental investigations on increasing
the barrier height focus on functionalized Si(111) photoelectrodes, where the functional groups are used to
improve both the barrier height and stability of the photoelectrode.27,50,73–75
The barrier height is usually determined by the photoelectrode’s surface dipole, which can be varied using
organic molecule functional groups (Figure 1.1).71 The surface dipole causes a shift in the semiconductor’s
band edge positions at the photoelectrode/electrolyte interface and therefore shifts the band bending and
barrier height.42,72 Specifically, the difference between the barrier heights or band edge positions of two
functionalized surfaces is equal to the difference between their surface dipoles.42 The surface dipole is an
angstrom-scale quantity obtained from the ground-state charge density. Therefore, several first-principles
DFT studies have been devoted to calculating the surface dipoles of functionalized photoelectrodes such as
Si(111),18,19,72,76 TiO2,
77 Ge,78 and ZnO.79 Computational investigations of the surface dipole are often
combined with experimental X-ray spectroscopy (XPS) and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS)
measurements and thus theoretical trends have been widely validated by experiments.18,77–79 The insights
provided by these studies enable easy screening of candidate functional groups to achieve a desired surface
dipole.18,19 The major drawbacks of these studies however, are that they do not model the water environ-
ment or substrate doping, complicating the direct comparison of computational and experimental surface
dipoles.42,72,80 However, recent work by Galli and co-workers has determined the effect of the water en-
vironment on the photoelectrode’s band edge positions, which can be used instead of the surface dipole
to estimate the photoelectrode’s barrier height.81 It was shown that for functionalized Si(111) surfaces in
contact with water, neglecting the water environment can result in large errors (greater than 0.5 eV in the
case of hydrophilic surfaces) in computed band edge positions and therefore, barrier heights.81
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The barrier height of functionalized photoelectrodes has seldom been modeled directly in first-principles
studies.71,72 This is because the barrier height is related to the depletion width of the semiconductor, which
is a nanometer-to-micron-scale quantity.42 This is much larger than the length scales typically simulated
using DFT, which are on the order of angstrom or a few nanometers. Thus, simultaneously calculating the
surface dipole and barrier height of a functionalized photoelectrode requires a multiscale approach combining
the two length scales.72 One such approach is developed in this thesis.
Organic functional groups are commonly used to tune the photoelectrode’s catalytic activity as well
(Figure 1.1).52,82–85 This is especially critical because the water-splitting reaction is a multi-step electron
transfer reaction and photoelectrodes often have sluggish kinetics and large reaction overpotentials even if
their band edges are appropriately aligned with the water redox potentials.47,86,87 Several factors such as
the free energy cost of the rate-limiting step,88 or the low concentration of charge carriers near the semicon-
ductor surface89 can lead to slow kinetics. The organic functional groups used to improve catalytic activity
are typically organometallic compounds containing catalytic metal centers, and play the role of a surface-
bound catalyst or co-catalyst with the semiconducting photoelectrode functioning as the light absorber.90
Compared to the more common inorganic (often metal oxide) catalyst overlayers,46,91 organic molecular cat-
alysts are expected to be cost-effective and highly targeted.83,84 Experimental investigations of enhancing
catalytic activity through functionalization are quite extensive,52,82–85 but many questions remain about
the various factors that affect the efficiency of the photoelectrode/molecular catalyst interface such as band
edge alignment between the materials,92 stable immobilization of the molecular catalyst to the photoelec-
trode surface,84 the absence of deleterious surface states,52 and facile interfacial charge transfer.52 Thus,
the systematic experimental search for photoelectrode/molecular catalyst systems for water splitting is still
a relatively nascent field, providing ample opportunity for the development of computational approaches to
design photoelectrode/molecular catalyst systems.42 However, computational modeling of catalytic activity
has been challenging even for bare (non-functionalized) photoelectrode surfaces because of the need to model
charge transfer processes and chemical reactions in solution.89,93
An important aspect of rationally improving the catalytic activity of photoelectrodes via surface func-
tionalization is determining reaction pathways for the water splitting reaction, which is still an active area of
research for non-functionalized photoelectrodes.93–95 Similar to photocorrosion reaction pathways discussed
previously, the water splitting reaction can be modeled approximately using DFT and saddle-point methods
like NEB64 without including an explicit water environment. Each intermediate step of the water splitting
reaction is modeled using DFT to calculate thermodynamic energy barriers while NEB is used to calculate
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transition states and energies.96,97 Despite the exclusion of the water environment, this approach has pro-
vided useful insights about rate-limiting steps and free-energy barriers on a variety of non-functionalized
photoelectrode surfaces such as anatase and rutile TiO2,
96,98 mixed nickel-iron oxide,97 and silicon car-
bide.99 However, explicit modeling of the water environment using FPMD simulations is required for a
detailed knowledge of the water splitting reaction mechanism and therefore, for targeted design rules, which
would be harder to deduce from experimental investigations alone. For example, a recent FPMD study
showed that the interaction of water with TiO2 nanospheres enhances hole trapping (and therefore, the rate
of oxygen evolution), whereas the same effect is not seen on faceted TiO2 nanoparticles.
100 Another study
recently showed that the key to enhancing oxygen evolution on rutile TiO2 is to increase the concentration
of surface-reaching holes in a specific pH range of the electrolyte.89
The complexity of modeling reactions in solution means that there currently exist few studies focused on
improving the catalytic activity of functionalized photoelectrodes.42 There is however tremendous poten-
tial to apply existing computational methods to these systems. For example, first-principles modeling has
been successfully used to study charge transfer mechanisms across dye-sensitized semiconductor/electrolyte
interfaces,101,102 which could be extended to photoelectrodes functionalized with molecular catalysts. De-
vice modeling might also be a viable approach for understanding charge transfer across the functionalized
photoelectrode surface. The molecular catalyst overlayer may be modeled as a modification of the kinetic
rate constant for charge transfer at the semiconductor/liquid interface or as a surface charge trap.71,72
Moving away from surface functionalization, catalytic activity can also be enhanced using novel catalyst
heterostructures that leverage lattice strain or an underlying polarization to tune the interaction of reaction
intermediates with the photoelectrode surface, as discussed in this thesis.103,104
Overall, experimental studies of photoelectrode surface modifications using organic functional groups are
quite extensive, but a systematic theoretical understanding is still lacking, resulting in a roadblock for further
improvements in PEC device efficiency. For example, most current first-principles computational studies
ignore substrate doping,18 the presence of the electrolyte,18,72,207 and the effect of functional groups directly
on device efficiency.72 This thesis attempts to bridge the gap in theoretical knowledge of how adsorbed
reaction species2 and surface functionalization with organic molecules affect the underlying photoelectrode’s
surface properties.
2The effect of adsorbed reaction species on the photoelectrode’s surface properties may be treated in a similar way to the




This thesis presents four illustrative studies wherein first-principles density functional theory (DFT),
finite-element device modeling, and first-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD) are used to elucidate the
role of adsorbates and organic functional groups in optimizing the photoelectrode’s surface properties and
consequently, in improving PEC device performance or modeling. The four studies respectively illustrate how
molecule- surface interactions may be used to improve the surface chemistry of photocatalysts, increase the
barrier height of functionalized photocathodes, improve the modeling and prediction of doped semiconductor
surface properties at experimental doping densities via charge transfer doping, and elucidate the interaction
of functionalized polar and non-polar photoelectrode surfaces with liquid water. In each study, the key results
and design rules are characterized in terms of the local chemistry and electrostatics of the photoelectrode
surface, and the functional groups or adsorbates. Therefore, the obtained design principles for surface
functionalization as well as the computational techniques may be extended to applications beyond PEC
water-splitting. Finally, by studying a variety of photoelectrode surface properties using three different
computational techniques, a systematic body of work on photoelectrode/functional group interactions is
presented. Significant contributions of the thesis include:
1. The development of a multiscale approach combining DFT and finite-element device modeling to simul-
taneously predict the surface dipole and barrier height of functionalized photoelectrodes (Chapter 4).
2. The development of a first-principles DFT approach to simulate and predict doped surface properties
at experimental doping densities via charge transfer doping (Chapter 5). Further, this approach has
been extended to calculate accurate formation energies of charged defects in 2D materials without the
need for simulating charged supercells (Section 5.4).
1.3 Organization of Thesis
Discussions of the computational techniques used and theoretical background are provided in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 presents a DFT study of how adsorbed reaction species affect the surface chemistry of a
photocatalyst on a ferroelectric substrate. The interplay between the adsorbate/photocatalyst interactions
and the polarization of the ferroelectric substrate are shown to dramatically affect the energetics of the
catalytic reaction. Design rules for the chemical bonding at the interface between the photocatalyst and
ferroelectric substrate are determined in terms of simple electrostatics and chemistry arguments, which can
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potentially be extended to catalytic reactions beyond water-splitting. The work presented in this chapter is
based on Ref.103
Chapter 4 presents a multiscale approach combining first-principles DFT and finite-element device mod-
eling to simultaneously predict the surface dipole (angstrom-scale property) and barrier height (nanometer-
to-micron-scale property) of functionalized photoelectrode surfaces. Design rules for choosing organic func-
tional groups with a favorable surface dipole and barrier height for high-efficiency PEC device performance
are presented, including suggestions for high-performing candidates. The work presented in this chapter is
based on Refs.19,72
Chapter 5 presents a first-principles DFT approach to simulate and predict doped semiconductor sur-
face properties at experimental doping densities using charge transfer dopant molecules, which are weakly
interacting organic moieties resulting in fractional charge transfer with the semiconductor. While doping is
widely known to affect the surface properties of semiconductor photoelectrodes, traditional first-principles
modeling approaches of doped surfaces remain challenging. Therefore, there are few theoretical predictions
of the doping dependence of photoelectrode surface properties. Using the approach developed in Chapter 5,
experimental measurements of doping-dependent surface dipoles and the charge state of a surface defect for
an arbitrary photoelectrode material are reproduced. In the final section of the chapter (Section 5.4), the
approach is extended to calculate accurate formation energies of charged defects in 2D materials, avoiding
the long-standing challenge of having to simulate charged supercells. The work presented in this chapter is
largely based on a manuscript under review.
Chapter 6 presents a first-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD) study of the interaction of water with
polar and non-polar photoelectrode surfaces. The surface dipole, which can be related to the photoelectrode’s
band edge shift in water is calculated for the different surface terminations considered. The behavior of polar
and non-polar surfaces in water reveal surprising similarities, especially for the polar surface terminated with
anions. The results also provide insights on design rules for promoting the stability of the cation-terminated
polar surface and for maintaining a desired surface dipole in a water environment. The work presented in
this chapter is based on a manuscript under preparation.
Chapter 7 concludes this thesis by providing a summary of the findings and contributions of this thesis,
as well as a brief outlook on future research directions.
1.4 List of Publications
The list of publications that this thesis is based on is provided below:
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2019).
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2.1 Density Functional Theory
Results based on density functional theory (DFT) simulations are presented in Chapters 3, 4, 5, and
6. DFT is a widely used ab initio materials modeling technique and is based on two theorems by Kohn and
Hohenberg105 that collectively state that the ground-state energy of the many-body Schrödinger equation
for a system of atoms (ions + electrons) is a unique functional of the ground-state electron density and can
be obtained variationally (the density that minimizes the total energy is the exact ground-state density).
The many-body Schrödinger equation is shown in Equation 2.1 where Ĥ, ψ0(~r1, ...~rN ), E0, and the index
N are the Hamiltonian operator, the ground-state many-body wave function, the ground-state energy, and
the number of electrons in the system respectively. The terms in the middle in the order they appear are
the kinetic energy, the Coulomb interaction between the electrons and nuclei, and the Coulomb interaction
between electrons. The ground-state electron density (ρ0) corresponding to the ground-state energy (E0) is
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ψ0(~r1, ...~rN ) = E0ψ0(~r1, ...~rN ) (2.1)
Kohn-Sham DFT does not directly tackle the many-body problem in Equation 2.1. Instead, the many-





i (~r)ψi(~r), where the summation is over the occupied single-electron wave functions.
106 This sim-




∇2 + V (~r) + VH [ψ(~r)] + VXC [ψ(~r)]
]
ψi(~r) = εiψi(~r) (2.2)
which are obtained by varying the energy functional with respect to ψi(~r). In Equation 2.2, the first term
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on the left is the kinetic energy, the second term, V (~r) describes the Coulomb interaction between the
single-electron wave function and the nuclei, and the third term is the Hartree potential describing the








. The fourth term, VXC(~r) is called the exchange-correlation potential, which accounts
for the electron correlations and exchange interactions that are neglected in the simplification from the many-
body ψ0(~r1, ...~rN ) to the single-electron ψi(~r). VXC(~r) is equal to the functional derivative of EXC [ρ(~r)],
the exchange-correlation functional and is given by VXC(~r) =
δEXC [ρ(~r)]
δρ(~r) . Even though in principle, DFT is
an exact theory, in practice, its accuracy is limited by EXC [ρ(~r)] whose exact form is unknown. The most
commonly used forms of the exchange-correlation functional are the local density approximation (LDA)107
and generalized gradient approximation (GGA).108 The former depends on just the local electron density,
whereas the latter depends on the local electron density as well as its gradient. The Kohn-Sham equations
(Equation 2.2) are solved self-consistently for {ψi(~r)} and the ground-state electron density, ρ0(~r) by starting
with an initial guess for the electron density. A more detailed description of DFT can be found in Refs.109–111
All DFT simulations in this work were performed using VASP,112–116 a plane-wave electronic struc-
ture code that implements periodic boundary conditions. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA)
of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE)108 was used to approximate the exchange-correlation functional, and
projector-augmented-wave (PAW) pseudopotentials117 were used to describe the interactions between elec-
trons and ions. Other relevant input parameters for each work are provided in the corresponding chapters.
2.2 Finite-element Device Modeling
In Chapter 4, a multiscale model is developed by combining DFT (Section 2.1) and finite-element device
modeling to simultaneously calculate angstrom-scale and nanometer-to-micron-scale properties of function-
alized photoelectrode surfaces.72 The finite-element model is implemented using a drift-diffusion solar device
simulation software called wxAMPS.71,118–122
wxAMPS simulates one-dimensional charge transport in solid state photovoltaic (PV) and PEC devices by
simultaneously solving three coupled non-linear differential equations in one dimension - Poisson’s equation
(Equation 2.3), and the continuity equations for free electrons and holes (Equations 2.4 and 2.5 respectively)
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In Equation 2.3, V (x) is the electrostatic potential referenced to the local vacuum energy, n, p, nt, pt,
N+D , and N
+
A are the free electron, free hole, trapped electron, trapped hole, ionized donor, and ionized
acceptor densities respectively, ε(x) is the permittivity of the material, and q is the electron charge. In
Equations 2.4 and 2.5, Jn and Jp are the electron and hole current densities respectively, Gop is the charge
carrier generation rate from optical illumination, and R(x) is the net charge recombination rate. The free











where Nc and Nv are the effective conduction and valence band density of states, F1/2 is the Fermi integral,
Ef is the Fermi energy, and Ec and Ev and the conduction and valence band energies. If the device is not
in thermodynamic equilibrium because it is under a voltage or light bias, the Fermi energy in Equations 2.6
and 2.7 is replaced by the quasi-Fermi energies for electrons and holes respectively.122 The electron and









where µn, µp, Ef,n, and Ef,p are the electron mobility, hole mobility, electron quasi-Fermi energy, and
hole quasi-Fermi energy respectively. Expressions for the other terms in Equations 2.3, 2.4, and 2.5 are
given in Ref.71,122 Since wxAMPS simulates charge transport in one dimension, the simulated material has
two contacts - the back contact, which is assumed to be metallic (Ohmic contact) and the front contact,
which is the electrolyte. wxAMPS does not incorporate electrolyte effects and instead, treats the semicon-
ductor/electrolyte interface as a Schottky junction. The boundary conditions for the differential equations
(Equations 2.3- 2.5) are provided in Ref.71 The three differential equations are solved using the method of
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finite differences. Moreover, the one-dimensional device can consist of user-defined chemically distinct layers
(for example, two different materials forming a heterojunction photoelectrode).
wxAMPS can be used to model a surface dipole (Section 2.4) at the photoelectrode/electrolyte interface
by adjusting the electron affinity of the photoelectrode layer to reflect the surface dipole.71,72 This is because
the surface dipole changes the position of the photoelectrode’s band edges by creating a local electrostatic
potential step at the photoelectrode surface (Section 2.4 and Appendix A).42,72 A more detailed description
of wxAMPS can be found in Refs.71,118–122
Input parameters for wxAMPS are empirical and are provided in Chapter 4. The results based on
wxAMPS presented in Chapter 4 include photocurrent-voltage curves and the open-circuit voltage (Voc)
of functionalized photoelectrodes. Photocurrent-voltage curves are obtained for a user-specified applied
potential range under simulated AM 1.5 solar spectrum.71 The Voc is defined as the applied bias at which
the photocurrent density is zero and it represents the maximum energy available from photogenerated carriers
to drive the electrochemical reaction and therefore, is a metric for device efficiency.71,72
2.3 First-principles Molecular Dynamics
The work presented in Chapter 6 investigates the interaction of a water environment with functionalized
polar and non-polar photoelectrode surfaces using first-principles molecular dynamics (FPMD).113 A realistic
simulation of the water environment cannot be achieved using only DFT (T = 0 K) because a reliable
determination of properties of the photoelectrode/electrolyte (water) interface requires the simulation of
reasonable geometries of the water molecules at a desired temperature and density.81,123 Classical molecular
dynamics (MD) with empirical force fields have been successful in accurately and efficiently describing
the structure, dynamics, and thermodynamics of bulk water124–126 and even the solvation of molecules in
water.127 However, most empirical force fields are unable to effectively describe the electronic rearrangement
due to chemical reactions and physisorption that occur when water is in contact with a solid surface128 as
in the systems considered in Chapter 6.
FPMD is a computational technique used to calculate the dynamics of ions along classical trajectories,
but under forces obtained from quantum mechanics.111,129 In other words, instead of using empirical force
fields, the potential energy and therefore, forces are obtained “on the fly” by calculating the full electronic
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i − E[{ψi(~r)}] (2.10)
where {ψi(~r)} is the set of all the Kohn-Sham one-electron wave functions for the electronic ground state
of the system and E[{ψi(~r)}] is the ground-state energy of the system calculated using DFT (Section 2.1).
The empirical force field of classical MD is replaced by E[{ψi(~r)}]. Thus the simulation steps of FPMD
consist of calculating the ground state energy of the system using DFT, advancing the positions of the
nuclei using classical mechanics, but according to forces calculated from the DFT ground state energy,111
calculating the new ground state energy using DFT, and so forth. An important assumption underlying
FPMD is the adiabatic (or Born-Oppenheimer) approximation that assumes that the electrons stay in the
ground state obtained from DFT at any instant of time while the nuclei move on the ground state potential
energy surface.130 This is a good approximation if the energy difference between the electronic ground state
and the first excited state is large compared to kBT , where T is the simulation temperature,
130 This is true
for the systems at room temperature considered in Chapter 6. FPMD is a popular method for simulating
temperature-dependent effects131,132 and structurally complex materials such as liquids113,128,133,134 and
amorphous phases.135–137 A more detailed description of FPMD and its applications can be found in Ref.130
The FPMD simulations in Chapter 6 were performed using VASP112–116 with periodic boundary condi-
tions and plane wave basis sets. It is worth noting that VASP does not implement Car-Parrinello MD,138
which is a popular formulation of FPMD in which the nuclear time evolution and electronic minimization
are treated efficiently by assigning a fictitious mass and dynamics to the electronic orbitals. This allows the
electrons to follow the nuclear motion adiabatically without having to perform an explicit electronic mini-
mization (DFT calculation) at each MD step.138 Rather in VASP, the electronic ground state is re-calculated
at each MD step as described above. Specific details of the simulations and input parameters are provided
in Chapter 6.
2.4 Interface and Surface Dipoles
In all four chapters of this thesis, interface and surface dipoles are used to characterize the nature of
molecule-surface interactions and to formulate design rules. In this section, the concept of an interface
dipole is introduced and then extended to the related concept of a surface dipole. An interface dipole is
formed when two materials are combined across an interface.139 The dipole results from the difference in the
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work functions of the two materials and the charge redistribution that takes place when interfacial bonds are
formed. When polarizable materials are present at the interface, as in Chapter 3, the interface dipole is related
not only to the local charge redistribution, but also to the resulting polarization profiles of the materials on
either side of the interface.140,141 Since interface dipoles contain information about charge rearrangement
and the relative band edge positions of materials forming an interface, they are useful descriptors of the
material system (Chapter 3) and often also useful predictors of device performance (Chapter 4).
Interface dipoles can be calculated from the charge density obtained from a DFT simulation. However,
the quantitative determination of the interface dipole is non-trivial because the charge rearrangement that
takes place at an interface and therefore contributes to the interface dipole is one to two orders of magnitude
smaller than the microscopic oscillations in the charge density due to lattice periodicity. In order to isolate
interface effects, these pre-existing oscillations need to be smoothed out. To do this, we use a rigorous
procedure known as “nanosmoothing”140,141 in which the lattice periodic oscillations in the DFT charge
density are smoothed out by convolution with a window function, resulting in a “nanosmoothed” charge
density that contains only the effect of the interface dipole. Figure 2.1 shows the planar-averaged and
nanosmoothed charge densities for the interface between two materials (barium titanate (BTO)and titanium




dzρ̄(z)(z − zint) (2.11)
where ρ̄(z) is the nanosmoothed charge density, z1 and z2 are points where ρ̄(z) goes to zero (labeled in
Figure 2.1), and zint is any point between z1 and z2 (the actual value of zint does not matter since the total
charge between z1 and z2 is zero.
140) This method of smoothing the charge density assumes the system
is sufficiently large that the materials become perfectly periodic and bulk-like away from the interfacial
region.140,141
The surface dipole is similar to an interface dipole except that it is the dipole formed at the surface of
a material rather than the interface between two solid materials. The surface dipole can be modified by
the charge rearrangement caused by adsorbates, functional groups, or even the presence of an electrolyte, a
recurring theme in Chapters 4- 6. Surface dipoles are also calculated using the procedure of nanosmoothing.
Figure 2.2 shows the planar-averaged and nanosmoothed charge densities of a slab (Si(111)) whose surfaces
are symmetrically functionalized with methyl groups.
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z1 z2
Figure 2.1: The planar averaged (red) and nanosmoothed charge density (blue) for the interface between
BTO and TiO2. The interface dipole is calculated from the blue curve. The locations of the integration
limits, z1 and z2 in Equation 2.11 are also shown. Figure adapted from Ref.
103











































































Figure 2.2: The planar averaged (red) and nanosmoothed charge density (blue) for the methyl-terminated
Si(111) surface. The surface dipole is calculated from the blue curve. The locations of the integration
limits, z1 and z2 in Equation 2.11 are also shown. Figure reproduced from Ref.
19
The surface dipole gives rise to a local step in the electrostatic potential given by the Helmholtz equation,





where the pre-factor is the conversion factor from SI units, the surface dipole µsurf is in units of Debye, and
A is the lateral area of the surface in units Å2.19 This potential step in turn results in a shift in the valence




to Improve the Surface Chemistry of
Photocatalysts
In this chapter, molecule-surface interactions are used to improve the surface chemistry of a photocatalyst1
supported on a ferroelectric substrate. Instead of organic functional groups introduced in Section 1.1.1, this
chapter considers the interaction of the photocatalyst surface with adsorbed reaction species formed during
the photocatalytic reaction. The computational technique employed here is first-principles density functional
theory (DFT) (Section 2.1).
The material system studied is a heterostructure comprising of an anatase titanium dioxide (TiO2) pho-
tocatalyst on a ferroelectric barium titanate (BTO) substrate.103 The photocatalytic reaction considered is
the oxygen evolution reaction (OER), one half of the water-splitting reaction (Section 1.1.2). DFT is used to
calculate the OER Gibbs free energy profile, which describes the reaction’s thermodynamic barriers, for pos-
itive and negative polarizations of the ferroelectric substrate and for different numbers of TiO2 monolayers.
The interplay between the adsorbed reaction species on the TiO2 surface and the underlying polarization was
found to have a dramatic effect on the OER Gibbs free energy profile. Based on the obtained results, general
design rules for the interface between the photocatalyst and the ferroelectric substrate to realize enhanced
catalytic functionality are suggested. This chapter is based on Ref.103 and portions of the manuscript have
been reproduced here. 2
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Motivation
The catalytic properties of polarizable materials on ferroelectric substrates have been of interest for many
decades now.142–146 Both experimental and computational studies have demonstrated that switching the
1Both photocatalysts and photoelectrodes comprise of semiconductor materials that facilitate solar-driven reactions. How-
ever, unlike photoelectrodes, photocatalysts are used specifically for their catalytic properties and in devices that do not require
an external bias voltage. Moreover, charge carrier transport between the anodic and cathodic parts of the device are mediated
by the electrolyte or by the photocatalyst itself rather than an external circuit.28
2Permission obtained from Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 19, 5870, 2017, The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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polarization direction of a ferroelectric material3 can result in the dynamically tunable surface chemistry
of a catalytic overlayer.147–149 For example, enhanced CO2 dissociation on a ZnO catalyst supported by a
ferroelectric PbTiO3 has been demonstrated.
148 This approach for improving catalyst surface chemistry holds
promise for many ultra-thin metal oxide catalyst materials that are known to have long screening lengths,
enabling the effect of the ferroelectric substrate to penetrate several layers deep within the catalyst.103,142
The favorable surface chemistry of ferroelectric-supported catalysts is closely related to the adsorption
and desorption of reaction species on/from the catalyst surface.103,144 This is because a bulk polarization
in finite-thickness materials can be stabilized only if the polarization charges (σ = ~P · n̂) at the surfaces
are compensated by equal and opposite charges.145 In traditional ferroelectric devices, these compensating
charges are provided by metal electrodes (Figure 3.1).150,151 In the case of catalytic overlayers however,
the compensating charges can also be provided by the adsorption and desorption of reaction species, which
results in charge rearrangement at the catalyst surface.103,104,144 This enables a complex interplay between
the surface-adsorbate interactions and the underlying polarization that can promote or suppress catalytic
reactions.
There are several studies that investigate the properties of catalyst/ferroelectric systems in isolation. The
interfacial properties of the catalyst/ferroelectric interface have been widely studied and it is known that the
interfacial chemistry can give rise to inherent differences between the penetration of positive and negative
polarizations in the catalyst layers.152–154 The catalytic properties of metal-oxide overlayers on a ferroelectric
substrate have also been studied quite extensively142–146 as mentioned before. However, there have been few
studies that look at both these effects in tandem. We address this gap by investigating how the interface
chemistry of an ultra-thin metal-oxide catalyst/ferroelectric system and the adsorbed reaction species on
the catalyst surface interact with each other, and the effect these interactions have on the catalyst’s surface
chemistry.
First-principles DFT was used to simulate the reaction steps of the OER on TiO2/BTO/Pt heterostruc-
tures. TiO2 is one of the most commonly used photocatalytic materials, especially for water-splitting.
155–157
Therefore, first-principles and experimental studies of OER reaction pathways on TiO2 are extensive, making
it a good material system for detailed analysis.96,158,159 The OER is a major bottleneck in photocatalytic
and PEC water-splitting on TiO2, requiring large reaction overpotentials (thermodynamic barriers).
96 The-
oretical work has shown that the first proton removal step from adsorbed water is the rate-limiting OER step
3A ferroelectric material exhibits a spontaneous electrical polarization upon the application of an electric field. The direction
of the polarization can be switched by reversing the direction of the electric field. In the material considered in this chapter
(BTO), the polarization is caused by the relative displacement between the anions and cations in each layer and the direction
of the resulting polarization is along the surface normal (Figure 3.1).
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on TiO2.
96 Recently, Selloni and co-workers used DFT to show that the polarization of a SrTiO3 substrate,
another ferroelectric material had a dramatic effect on the OER Gibbs free energy profile for a photocatalytic
TiO2 overlayer, especially for the rate-limiting step.
104 This chapter extends this work to investigate the








Positive polarization Negative polarization 
Figure 3.1: Schematic of a ferroelectric slab (BTO) with positive (left) and negative (right) polarizations.
The metal electrode (platinum) provides compensating charges to support the polarization. The relative
displacement of cations (Ba, Ti) and anions (O) in each layer of the ferroelectric material indicated by a
red dashed line results in an electrical polarization. The direction of the polarization is along the surface
normal ([001]). A positive (negative) sign is assigned to the polarization if the anions are below (above) the
cations. The black dashed line represents a unit cell of the material.
3.1.2 Goals of the Work
The primary goal of the work is to establish general design principles for high-performing ferroelectric-
supported catalysts based on a detailed knowledge of the interfacial chemistry at the ferroelectric/catalyst
interface and the catalytic reaction pathway. This is accomplished by investigating the effect of adsorbate-
surface interactions and an underlying polarization on the OER Gibbs free energy profile calculated using
DFT. While the focus of this chapter is on the OER on TiO2 photocatalysts, the design rules will be
formulated in terms of electrostatics and local chemistry arguments that can easily be applied to other
photocatalytic and PEC systems.
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3.2 Computational Methodology and Theoretical Background
3.2.1 Model System
A schematic of the computational model system is shown in Figure 3.2 (a). It consists of 1× 2 supercells
oriented along the [001]-direction consisting of 4 layers of platinum (Pt), 7 layers of BTO terminated by the
BaO layer on both sides, and a variable number of TiO2 monolayers (MLs) (1, 3, 4, 8). Periodic images of the
slab in the [001]-direction are separated by an 11 Å-thick vacuum region. Figure 3.2 (a) shows a system with
4 MLs of TiO2. For 1, 3, and 4 MLs of TiO2, the effect of the underlying polarization on the TiO2 surface
(finite-thickness effects) is considerable. For 8 MLs of TiO2, finite-thickness effects are negligible. The Pt is
used as a source of compensating charges on the bottom surface of the BTO. Compensating charges on the
top surface of the BTO are provided either by the BTO/TiO2 interface or the reaction species adsorbed on
the TiO2 surface as will be discussed shortly.
All in-plane lattice constants are strained to 3.806 Å, the DFT-computed lattice constant of TiO2 (ex-
perimental lattice constant: 3.838 Å). This corresponds to a -4.7% strain in BTO and a -4.3% strain in
Pt, allowing us to isolate the effect of the polarization from competing effects due to TiO2 strain on the
OER.104 It is worth noting that while it may not be possible to obtain this degree of strain in real systems,
we simply use the strained BTO/Pt here as a model ferroelectric. Although the quantitative values of the
Gibbs free energies and interface dipoles are affected by this, the reported trends and therefore, design rules
are expected to be robust. In the rest of the chapter, positively- and negatively-polarized heterostructures
are called +P and −P systems respectively.
3.2.2 Input Parameters and Computational Details for DFT Simulations
First-principles DFT105,106 simulations were performed using VASP.112–116 The generalized gradient ap-
proximation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) was used to approximate the exchange-correlation func-
tional108 and PAW pseudopotentials were used to describe the interactions between electrons and ions.117
A plane wave cutoff of 520 eV, an 8 × 4 × 1 mesh to sample k -space, and a Gaussian smearing of 0.02 eV
were used. All the structures were relaxed until the forces on each atom were less than 0.01 eV/Å and the
energy difference between consecutive steps was less than 10−7 eV.
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3.2.3 Theoretical Model of the OER
The OER on TiO2 is given by: TiO2 + 2H2O + 4h
+ → O2 + 4H+ + TiO2, where h+ is a photogenerated
hole. Typically, the OER takes place through a set of intermediate reactions involving the adsorption of
water molecules, removal of hydrogen species (deprotonations), and ultimately, removal of an O2 molecule
(oxygen evolution). The OER reaction pathway we used is shown in Figure 3.2 (b) and is based on the steps
outlined in Ref.104 Other intermediate steps and pathways are also possible,96 but since our main conclusions
are largely driven by electrostatics considerations, we do not expect them to be sensitive to the particular
OER pathway. Moreover, regardless of the specific pathway, the intermediate OER steps will always involve
the adsorption of electron-withdrawing hydroxyl (OH) groups.96 Each intermediate step shown in Figure 3.2
(b) is simulated using DFT on ±P systems containing 1, 3, 4, and 8 TiO2 MLs. After obtaining the ground-
state DFT energy of the optimized structures for each step, the Gibbs free energy profile for the OER is
calculated.
a) b)
Figure 3.2: a) Schematic of simulated Pt/BTO/TiO2 supercells with positive (left) and negative (right)
polarizations. Green, blue, red, gray, and pink atoms represent barium, titanium, oxygen, platinum, and
hydrogen respectively. The supercells shown consist of 4 TiO2 monolayers. The OER reaction takes place
on the TiO2 surface where the presence of water is indicated. The dashed lines represent a unit cell.
Periodic images of the supercell along the [001]-direction are separated by vacuum. (b) Intermediate steps
of the OER on TiO2. *X denotes adsorbed species X on the TiO2 surface. Starting with step 0 (no
adsorbates present), the OER proceeds through several intermediate steps, finally returning to step 0 upon
oxygen evolution (step 6 to step 0). Both the figures are adapted from Ref.103
3.2.4 Procedure for Calculating OER Gibbs Free Energy Profile
The Gibbs free energy, G is defined as G = U+PV −TS, where U , P , V , T , and S are the internal energy,
pressure, volume, temperature, and entropy. The change in Gibbs free energy from one OER reaction step
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Table 3.1: Three categories of intermediate reactions in the OER and the corresponding ∆G. The numbers
1 and 2 denote the initial and final structures (substrate + adsorbate). The terms in the equation for ∆G
are explained in the main text.
Reaction Type Reaction Step Gibbs Free Energy Change
(∆G)





Water adsorption 1 +H2O → 2 ∆E + ∆ZPE − E[H2O] −
ZPE[H2O]−∆(PV −TS)[H2O]
Oxygen evolution 1→ 2 +O2 ∆E + ∆ZPE + E[O2] +
ZPE[O2] + ∆(PV − TS)[O2]
to the next is a measure of whether the reaction will take place spontaneously. If the change in Gibbs free
energy is negative, the reaction takes place spontaneously and vice-versa if the Gibbs free energy change is
positive.160 Therefore, the Gibbs free energy profile of a reaction provides information on the thermodynamic
barriers and the rate-limiting steps of the reaction.
The Gibbs free energy change is given by
∆G = ∆U + P∆V − T∆S (3.1)
assuming constant temperature and pressure. ∆G is calculated between consecutive reaction intermediate
steps of the OER outlined in Figure 3.2 (b). The internal energy change, ∆U in Equation 3.1 is given by
the sum of the changes in the DFT total energy (∆E) and the zero-point vibrational energies (∆ZPE) in
going from one step to the next.96 The ZPE is obtained by summing up the positive vibrational frequencies
of the system by performing a dynamical matrix calculation on the relaxed geometry.103 The last two terms
in Equation 3.1 are the enthalpic and entropic contributions at standard temperature and pressure, and are
tabulated for common elements and compounds in the CRC Handbook for Chemistry and Physics.60
The intermediate steps of the OER fall in three main categories as shown in Table 3.1, which also shows
the Gibbs free energy change for each reaction category. ∆ZPE was calculated only for adsorbed species
and the contribution of the TiO2/BTO heterostructure was ignored. Similarly, the enthalpic and entropic
contributions were included only for species introduced or removed from the system, namely, 12H2, O2, and
H2O. The term G[h
+ + e−] in the first row is the Gibbs free energy required to generate an electron-hole
pair in TiO2 and this is the term that accounts for the fact that the OER is light-driven. Following Ref.,
96
the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) is used as a reference for calculating the Gibbs free energy change for
each reaction step. This amounts to setting the Gibbs free energy change for the reaction, H+ + e− → 12H2
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to zero. Using this reference, G[h+ + e−] in Table 3.1 is equal to 1.93 eV. Finally, the assumptions made in
the Gibbs free energy calculation are:
1. The presence of an explicit aqueous environment is ignored, which is a reasonable assumption when
comparing the Gibbs free energies of structurally similar systems.96
2. The enthalpy and entropy contributions of the catalyst heterostructure and adsorbates are ignored since
they typically change negligibly from one reaction step to the next.96 Moreover, these contributions are
usually smaller than the adsorption/desorption energies. This may not always be accurate, especially
at higher temperatures.103
3. ZPE changes are calculated only for the adsorbates and not the catalyst heterostructure. This may
not be a reasonable approximation at higher temperatures.96
The values for the DFT total energies and ZPEs for each reaction step for ±P systems with 4 TiO2 MLs
are available in the Supporting Information of Ref.103
3.3 Results
Figure 3.3 shows the calculated OER Gibbs free energy profiles ∆G for the Pt/BTO/TiO2 heterostruc-
tures with ±P polarizations (red and blue shades respectively) of the underlying ferroelectric for 1, 3, and 4
MLs of TiO2. The ∆G profile for unsupported TiO2 (an 8 ML thick TiO2 slab with no ferroelectric support)
is also shown in black for comparison. In this section, Figure 3.3 is analyzed with respect to the underlying
polarization (Section 3.3.1), the number of TiO2 MLs (finite-thickness effects) (Section 3.3.2), the interfacial
chemistry at the TiO2/BTO interface (Section 3.3.3), and the interactions between the TiO2 surface and the
adsorbed reaction species (Section 3.3.4). Finally, in Section 3.3.5, the analysis is tied together to formulate
design rules for the photocatalyst/ferroelectric interface to achieve enhanced catalytic functionality.
3.3.1 OER Energetics vs. Ferroelectric Polarization
The most striking feature of Figure 3.3 is the difference between the energetics on ±P systems. The −P
system (blue shades) has OER energetics that are similar to unsupported TiO2 (black curve). On the other
hand, the energetics on the +P systems (red shades) deviate significantly, especially for the rate-limiting first
deprotonation step (1→2). This step becomes very favorable and spontaneous on the +P system. Steps 4
and 5, indicated by black arrows in Figure 3.3, also show significant differences between the ±P systems, with
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Figure 3.3: OER Gibbs free energy profile for ±P systems with varying numbers of TiO2 MLs. The steps
showing the largest energy differences between ±P systems are indicated by black arrows. The ∆G profile
for unsupported TiO2 is shown in black. The x -axis shows the intermediate steps of the OER detailed in
Figure 3.2 (b) and shown on the plateaus and the y-axis shows ∆G in eV. If ∆G decreases from one step
to the next, that reaction is favorable and vice-versa if ∆G increases. Figure adapted from Ref.103
the +P heterostructure promoting these reaction steps, and the −P and unsupported systems suppressing
or barely promoting the reaction steps. All these steps involve the presence of adsorbed electrophilic OH
groups on the TiO2 surface, suggesting that the presence of these adsorbates is more thermodynamically
favorable when an underlying positive polarization is present, as discussed further in Section 3.3.4.
3.3.2 OER Energetics vs. Number of TiO2 Monolayers
The sensitivity of the OER energetics to the number of TiO2 MLs points to the role of finite-thickness
effects in the system. Figure 3.3 shows an asymmetry between ±P systems in the sensitivity of ∆G to the
number of TiO2 MLs. The −P systems are fairly insensitive to the number of TiO2 MLs, with the energetics
always being similar to that of unsupported anatase. On the other hand, the +P systems exhibit a stronger
dependence on the number of TiO2 MLs even though the energetics for 1, 3, and 4 TiO2 MLs all trend in
the same direction. When only 1 TiO2 ML is present, the deviation of the OER profile on +P systems from
unsupported anatase is the most dramatic, with the first deprotonation step (1→2) being highly exothermic.
As the number of MLs increases, the OER energetics show a less dramatic difference from the unsupported
case. For example, for step 2, which exhibits one of the biggest energy differences between ±P systems, we
also considered the case of an 8 ML TiO2 system for which ∆G drops to -0.12 eV compared to -3.22 eV
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for 1 TiO2 ML. The origin of the asymmetric response between +P and −P systems lies in the interfacial
chemistry at the TiO2/BTO interface as discussed in Section 3.3.3. The presence of finite-thickness effects in
+P systems is due to the interplay between the TiO2/BTO interfacial chemistry and the adsorbate-surface
interactions as discussed in Section 3.3.5.
3.3.3 Effect of Interfacial Chemistry of the TiO2/BTO Interface on OER
Energetics
In order to understand the effect of the TiO2/BTO interface on the OER energetics in Figure 3.3, the
interfacial charge density difference is considered, defined as,
∆ρ = ρsystem − (ρTiO2 + ρBTO+Pt) (3.2)
where ρsystem, ρTiO2 , and ρBTO+Pt are the DFT charge densities of the entire heterostructure, only the
TiO2 with any adsorbates present frozen in the relaxed geometry of the heterostructure, and only BTO/Pt
also frozen in the relaxed geometry of the heterostructure. Figure 3.4 (a) shows two-dimensional projections
of ∆ρ on three different lattice planes for step 0 of the OER, showing that ∆ρ is larger for −P systems
compared to +P systems. Figure 3.4 (b) shows a close-up view of the BTO/TiO2 interface for the two
polarizations, with the shortest interfacial bond length indicated. In −P systems, the shortest interfacial
bond is between the oxygen atom in the topmost BaO layer of BTO and the Ti atom of the bottom-most
TiO2 layer. In +P systems, the shortest interfacial bond is between the Ba atom in the topmost BaO layer
and the O atom in the bottom-most TiO2 layer. Due to the fact that the Ba and O atoms are in different
planes, this bond is longer than the interfacial bond in −P systems. The shorter interfacial bonds in the −P
systems are thus stronger and show a larger interfacial charge rearrangement (Figure 3.4 (a)). The observed
difference in the interfacial bonding in ±P systems persists for other OER steps as well.
The large interfacial charge rearrangement in −P systems provides enough compensating charge to
maintain a negative polarization in BTO, but effectively screens any polarization from being induced in
the TiO2.
103,104 On the other hand, the comparatively small interfacial charge transfer in +P systems does
not screen out the underlying polarization and in fact, the TiO2 overlayer shows a considerable induced
polarization.103,104 The interfacial chemistry and bonding detailed in this section explain the distinctive
asymmetry between ±P systems in Figure 3.3. The large induced positive polarization in the TiO2 in +P
systems also explains why reaction steps involving electrophilic OH species are promoted on these systems
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Figure 3.4: (a) Projections of ∆ρ on A:(100), B:(010), and C:(110) planes for ±P systems for step 0 of the
OER (no adsorbates on TiO2 surface). (b) Close-up view of the TiO2/BTO interface for ±P systems. The
shortest interfacial bond length is indicated. Figure adapted from Ref.103
(Figure 3.3), as will be discussed further in Section 3.3.4. It is worth mentioning that the strong chemical
bonding at the BTO/TiO2 interface in −P systems also implies that these heterostructures will not make
good catalysts for reactions involving nucleophilic adsorbates either as one might naively expect. This is
because the rigid bonding at the interface prevents an induced negative polarization that could promote the
adsorption of nucleophilic adsorbates.103
3.3.4 Effect of Adsorbate-Surface Interactions on OER Energetics
An analysis similar to the interfacial charge transfer in Section 3.3.3 was performed at the TiO2 surface
for the different OER steps. A detailed discussion can be found in Ref.103 Here we discuss one particular
case, the adsorbate-surface charge transfer for step 4 of the OER (Figure 3.2 (b)).
An important feature of the fourth OER step is that the relaxed geometries of the adsorbed species are
different for ±P systems. The surface must accommodate a total of 2 OH groups in both cases. In +P
systems, this occurs by direct adsorption of two OH groups on two surface Ti atoms, while in −P systems,
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it occurs by the adsorption of a H2O and O on two surface Ti atoms. The highly electrophilic nature of the
OH groups means that the surface-adsorbate charge transfer is greater in +P systems. A similar trend in the
surface-adsorbate charge transfer is observed for the other steps of the OER, including the rate-limiting first
deprotonation step though the difference is not quite as drastic since they involve fewer OH adsorbates. This
implies that an underlying positive polarization results in stronger bonding of the electrophilic adsorbates,
leading to the large energy differences observed between ±P systems in Figure 3.3.
3.3.5 Interplay between Ferroelectric Polarization and Surface-Adsorbate
Interactions
The previous two sections discussed the effect of the underlying ferroelectric polarization and the surface-
adsorbate interactions on the OER energetics shown in Figure 3.3. However, the analysis so far does not
yet discuss the interplay between the polarization and the TiO2 surface. This section ties together these
effects and finally proposes general design principles for the photocatalyst/ferroelectric interface to achieve
enhanced catalytic functionality.
The presence of finite-thickness effects in +P systems (Section 3.3.2) suggests that the TiO2 surface
and the underlying polarization interact with each other. This interaction can be rigorously quantified
using interface dipoles at the TiO2/BTO interface and the surface dipoles at the TiO2 surface. A detailed
explanation of the interaction between these dipoles can be found in Ref.103 Here, the interplay between
the underlying polarization and the TiO2 surface is discussed more intuitively, in terms of the compensating
charges of the polarized slab.
As discussed previously, a finite-thickness polarized slab needs compensating charges on either surface
to maintain its polarization.145 Figure 3.5 shows schematics of ±P systems with the locations of the com-
pensating charges labeled. Compensating charges on the bottom surface of the BTO are provided by the Pt
electrode for both systems by design. However, there is a difference between ±P systems in the origin of the
compensating charges on the top surface.
In −P systems, the large interfacial bonding causes a significant charge rearrangement at the BTO/TiO2
interface, which in turn provides compensating charges to maintain a large negative polarization in the
BTO. This interfacial charge rearrangement however screens the polarization from penetrating the TiO2.
Therefore, even when the number of TiO2 MLs are varied and the nature of the adsorbates on the TiO2
surface change, the photocatalyst surface chemistry is not affected by the underlying polarization.
In +P systems, the interfacial bonding and charge rearrangement are comparatively small. Instead, there
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is a significant charge rearrangement between the TiO2 surface and adsorbates, especially in steps involving
electrophilic OH groups. This in turn provides compensating charges on the top, stabilizing the positive
polarization not just in the BTO, but also in the TiO2. Since the induced polarization in the TiO2 depends
on the charge rearrangement at the its surface, the induced polarization varies with the adsorbates on the
surface and therefore, with the OER step.103 This effectively means that in the +P systems, the underlying






Figure 3.5: Schematic of ±P systems showing the locations of the most significant contributions to the
compensating charges. In −P systems (left), the compensating charges are provided by Pt on the bottom
and primarily the TiO2/BTO interface on the top, supporting a large negative polarization in only the
BTO. In +P systems (right), the compensating charges are provided by Pt on the bottom and primarily
the TiO2/adsorbate interface on the top, supporting a positive polarization in the BTO and an induced
positive polarization in the TiO2.
The analysis suggests that enhanced catalytic functionality in ferroelectric/photocatalyst heterostructures
can be achieved by designing an interface that does not screen out the underlying polarization, allowing the
heterostructure to promote reaction steps involving electrophilic or nucleophilic surface adsorbates depending
on the sign of the polarization. The case study of BTO/TiO2 heterostructures presented in this chapter
suggests that a system with weak interfacial bonding combined with an easily polarizable catalyst overlayer
will result in responsive, dynamically tunable surface chemistry.
3.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the effects of an underlying polarization and molecule-surface interactions on the OER
energetics on TiO2/BTO photocatalyst heterostructures were studied. It was found that +P heterostruc-
tures dramatically improved the OER energetics while −P heterostructures showed little deviation from
unsupported anatase. This asymmetry was found to be a result of the weak (strong) interfacial bonding
at the BTO/TiO2 interface in +P (−P ) systems. Moreover, weak interfacial bonding resulted in a large
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induced polarization in the TiO2 and vice-versa for strong interfacial bonding, which was explained in terms
of compensating charges for a finite-thickness polarized slab. The induced TiO2 polarization in +P sys-
tems in turn resulted in an effective interaction between the TiO2 surface and the underlying ferroelectric
polarization, leading to improved OER energetics and finite-thickness effects. Finally, we propose that ferro-
electric/photocatalyst heterostructures with enhanced catalytic functionality may be achieved by designing
an interface with weak interfacial bonding so that the underlying polarization is not screened out. If such an
interface can be designed for both polarization signs, reactions involving both electrophilic and nucleophilic
adsorbates can be promoted by the same heterostructure simply by reversing the polarization direction. The
proposed design rule is based primarily on electrostatics arguments and can therefore potentially be extended





to Increase the Barrier Height of
Functionalized Photoelectrodes
In this chapter, molecule-surface interactions are used to increase the barrier height of functionalized
photoelectrodes. A multiscale model combining DFT (Section 2.1) and finite-element device modeling (Sec-
tion 2.2) is developed to simultaneously predict the surface dipole (Angstrom-scale property) and the barrier
height (nanometer-to-micron-scale property) of the functionalized surface. The model has been validated by
reproducing trends in previous experimental barrier heights.27
The material system studied is a p-type Si(111) photocathode functionalized with organic functional
groups. The PEC reaction considered is the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) (Section 1.1.2). DFT is used
to calculate the surface dipole of the functionalized photocathode surface (Section 2.4) and device modeling
is used to calculate its efficiency, which is a function of the barrier height. The goal is to achieve a large
barrier height for the HER to ensure that charge recombination at the photocathode/electrolyte interface is
minimized. This is accomplished using functional groups that result in a large, positive surface dipole.27,72
Based on the obtained results, design rules for choosing functional groups with a favorable surface dipole and
barrier height for the HER are proposed and some high-performing candidates are suggested. This chapter
is based on Refs.19,72 and portions of the manuscripts have been reproduced here.1
4.1 Introduction
4.1.1 Motivation
The photoelectrode’s barrier height is an important determinant of charge separation at the photoelec-
trode/electrolyte interface and therefore, PEC device efficiency. The barrier height is the energetic barrier
for the thermionic emission (thermally induced flow of carriers over a potential energy barrier) of majority
carriers from the photoelectrode to the electrolyte and is determined by the degree of band-bending at the
photoelectrode/electrolyte interface. In the case of p-type Si(111) photocathodes considered in this chapter,
1Permission obtained from J. Am. Chem. Soc., 140 (1), 50-53 (2018) and Langmuir, 34 (9), 2959-2966 (2018). American
Chemical Society.
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the barrier height is the energetic barrier for the thermionic emission of holes from Si into water. The larger
the barrier height, the lower the charge recombination at the photocathode/electrolyte interface.72 Figure 4.1




















Figure 4.1: Schematic of a PEC water-splitting cell identical to Figure 1.2. The barrier height of the
photocathode is labeled.
Functionalization of the silicon photoelectrode surface with organic molecules is an established technique
to increase its barrier height.27,72 Moreover, the stable Si-C bonds formed by organic functional groups
result in improved photoelectrode stability against surface oxidation.55 In particular, functionalization with
aryl groups has shown to result in photocathodes with a favorable barrier height for hydrogen evolution.27,50
Previous experimental and computational studies50,71,161 have indicated that the barrier height of func-
tionalized Si is determined primarily by the surface dipole (Section 2.4). Most theoretical work to date
has focused on obtaining the surface dipole of functionalized photoelectrode surfaces without connecting it
to the barrier height or hydrogen evolution efficiency.18,162 The work presented in this chapter addresses
this gap by predicting both the surface dipole and barrier height of p-type Si(111) photocathode surfaces
functionalized with mixed aryl/methyl groups. The surface dipole can be obtained from the DFT charge
density and is therefore, an Angstrom-scale property (Section 2.4).18 However, the barrier height is related
to the photocathode’s band bending and depletion width as shown in Figure 4.1, which are nanometer-to-
micron-scale properties that cannot be directly captured in a DFT simulation, but are obtainable from device
modeling.72 Thus, being able to simultaneously predict the surface dipole and barrier height of functionalized
photocathodes requires a multiscale model combining the two computational techniques.
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4.1.2 Goals of the Work
The primary goal of the work is to develop a multiscale model combining DFT and finite-element device
modeling that is capable of simultaneously predicting a functionalized photoelectrode’s surface dipole (DFT)
and barrier height (device modeling). The model is applied to p-Si(111) photocathodes, functionalized
with mixed aryl/methyl groups. The PEC reaction considered here is the HER. A detailed analysis of
the relationship between the surface dipole and device efficiency is provided and design rules for choosing
functional groups with a large, positive surface dipole and large barrier height are proposed. While the
focus is on the HER, the model developed in this chapter can be applied to a different PEC reaction and/or
material system if the surface dipole is the main determinant of the barrier height.
4.2 Computational Methodology and Theoretical Background
4.2.1 Multiscale Model
Calculating Surface Dipoles using DFT
First-principles DFT (Section 2.1) was used to calculate the surface dipole of functionalized Si(111),
modeled using symmetrically terminated 1× 4 periodic supercells with 8 Si layers and a 12 Å-thick vacuum
region separating periodic images of the slab along the [111]-direction as shown in Figure 4.2. The surfaces
were symmetrically terminated to avoid a non-zero electric field in the vacuum region.72 The surface dipole
of the functionalized surface, µsurf is the combined effect of charge rearrangement between Si and the
functional group and the organic molecule’s intrinsic dipole moment. The sign convention adopted in this
chapter assigns a positive sign to a µsurf pointing from a positive to a negative charge along the [111]-
direction (Figure 4.2).
All the functionalized systems considered in this chapter are simulated at 25% coverage of aryl groups.
The remaining atop Si sites are terminated with methyl groups at 75% coverage (Figure 4.2) to mimic
experimental studies where the functionalized Si surface is finally methylated in order to minimize surface
oxidation mediated by dangling bonds.27,50 It is worth noting that in most experimental studies, the
surface coverage is not accurately known.27 However, a recent study by Lewis and co-workers showed that
experimental coverages of mixed methyl/aryl monolayers on Si(111) are in the range of 1-50%.50 Changing
the surface coverage is expected to change the value of the surface dipole, but does not affect the trends
reported in this chapter.72,76
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Figure 4.2: Schematic of a symmetrically functionalized Si(111) supercell. Dark blue, brown, pink, and
light blue atoms represent silicon, carbon, hydrogen, and fluorine respectively. The dashed black line
denotes a unit cell. The direction of a positive surface dipole, µsurf is indicated.
The surface dipole is calculated using the procedure described in Section 2.4 and is converted to units of
energy (eV) using the Helmholtz equation (Equation 2.12). All the surface dipoles are reported relative to
a well-characterized reference surface (hydrogen-terminated Si(111), SiH) because while DFT-PBE provides
accurate trends in relative surface dipoles, a higher level of theory like many-body perturbation theory
(MBPT) is needed to obtain accurate absolute surface dipoles.18 Since the surface dipole shifts the band
edges of the material (Appendix A), the DFT surface dipoles relative to SiH can be compared to experimental
ionization potential (IP) or electron affinity (EA) measurements relative to SiH,18,72
µsurf,SiX − µsurf,SiH = IPSiX − IPSiH = EASiX − EASiH (4.1)
where SiX is the Si(111) surface functionalized with an arbitrary functional group X. Moreover, the relation
between surface dipole and EA/IP differences in Equation 4.1 allows us to compare DFT surface dipoles
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relative to SiH with experimental band edge positions measured using Mott-Schottky analysis27 as discussed
in detail in Section 4.3.1.
DFT simulations were performed for around 30 different functionalized Si(111) surfaces.19,72 The de-
pendence of the surface dipole on properties of the organic molecule such as its intrinsic dipole moment,
positions and types of pi bonds, the binding atom (atom in the functional group directly bonded to Si sur-
face), functional group length, and the presence of electrophilic substituent groups was investigated. This
analysis was used to obtain design rules for choosing molecules with a desired surface dipole (Section 4.3.1).
Calculating Device Properties using Finite-Element Device Modeling
To construct the multiscale approach, the computational methods for the two length scales being modeled
- DFT and finite-element device modeling - need to be connected. This is done by using the calculated DFT
surface dipoles as inputs into the device modeling software (wxAMPS).71,72 The surface dipole due to
functionalization is incorporated into wxAMPS by adjusting the value of the electron affinity of the silicon
substrate relative to SiH using Equation 4.1.71,72 The input value of the electron affinity for hydrogen-
terminated p-Si(111) is 4.2 eV.71 The input value of the electron affinity of an arbitrary functionalized p-
Si(111) surface is thus given by EASiX = EASiH+(µsurf,SiX−µsurf,SiH) = 4.2 eV +(µsurf,SiX−µsurf,SiH),
where the last two terms on the right are calculated using DFT.
The functionalized photoelectrodes modeled in wxAMPS do not account for the presence of passivation
layers, catalysts, surface recombination, or Fermi level pinning since the surface dipole is already known to
be the dominant effect of functionalization with organic molecules.71,73 In this case, the limiting factor for









∗, T , q, φb, and V are the current density loss due to thermionic emission, effective Richardson
constant, temperature, electron charge, barrier height, and cell potential respectively. A decrease in the
barrier height, φb will cause an increase in the current density loss due to thermionic emission, Job, which in
turn results in a reduction in Voc from its ideal maximum value.
163 This provides a quantitative relationship
between the barrier height and the Voc, which is a metric for device efficiency.
163 Figure 4.3 shows a schematic
of our multiscale approach.
The device modeling results presented in this chapter focus primarily on Voc rather than the barrier






















Figure 4.3: A schematic of the multiscale approach. The device modeled in wxAMPS is shown on the left.
The presence of the functional groups on the Si surface is accounted for by adjusting the EA of the Si
substrate using DFT surface dipoles as shown. wxAMPS can simulate band diagrams as shown on the
right. Jph is the photocurrent density, φb is the barrier height, and Job is thermionic emission current
density. Thermionic emission of holes across φb causes charge recombination at the electrolyte redox
potential, E(H+/H2). A more positive surface dipole, µSiX − µSiH increases φb (more downward band
bending) and reduces Job and charge recombination at the photoelectrode/electrolyte interface. This in
turn results in a more positive Voc and increased device efficiency.
4.2.2 Input Parameters for DFT and Device Modeling Simulations
First-principles DFT105,106 simulations were performed using VASP.112–116 The generalized gradient ap-
proximation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) was used to approximate the exchange-correlation func-
tional108 and PAW pseudopotentials were used to describe the interactions between electrons and ions.117
A plane-wave cutoff of 680 eV, an 8 × 2 × 1 mesh for sampling k -space, and a Gaussian smearing of 0.02
eV were used. All structures were relaxed until the forces on each atom were less than 0.01 eV/Å and the
energy difference between subsequent steps was less than 10−7 eV. The computed lattice constant of Si was
3.867 Å (experimental lattice constant: 3.840 Å). In several cases, we compared DFT/PBE surface dipoles
to those obtained using the non-local van der Waals functional developed by Klimes and co-workers.164–167
While the absolute values of the surface dipoles shift significantly, the surface dipole relative to SiH only
slightly increases (by 0.005-0.008 eV) with trends between different functional groups remaining the same.19
Therefore, only the DFT-PBE surface dipoles are reported in this chapter.
Device modeling of functionalized silicon photoelectrodes was performed using wxAMPS.71,118–121 The
semiconductor/liquid junction is modeled as a solid-state Schottky junction with the contact potential set as
the formal potential of the redox couple, which in this chapter is the H2 evolution reaction. The electronic
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Table 4.1: Comparison between experimental27 VBM positions w.r.t SiH and DFT µsurf values w.r.t SiH.
The methyl functional group in the first row corresponds to 100% methyl coverage. Table adapted from
Ref.72






parameters used for bulk silicon obtained from the Ioffe Institute168 are: dielectric relative permittivity =
11.7, band gap = 1.12 eV, conduction band density of states (Nc) = 3.2×1019/cm3, valence band density
of states (Nv) = 1.8×1019/cm3, electron mobility (µe) = 1400 cm2V−1s−1, and hole mobility (µp) = 450
cm2V−1s−1. The input value of the electron affinity of hydrogen-terminated p-Si(111), χH was 4.2 eV based
on results from a previous work.71
4.3 Results
4.3.1 Surface Dipoles of Functionalized Surfaces (DFT)
The discussion in this section is based on DFT results. First, the validity of using DFT surface dipoles
(µsurf ) to predict trends in Mott-Schottky measurements of experimental band edge positions was confirmed
by comparing the µsurf obtained from DFT with previous experimental band edge measurements
27 of Si(111)
functionalized with the following mixed aryl/methyl monolayers: phenyl (Si-Ph), naphthalene (Si-Naph),
anthracene (Si-Anth), and 3,5-dimethoxyphenyl (Si-diMeOPh) (Table 4.1). The theoretical trends agree with
experimental trends, but underestimate the absolute magnitude by 0.5-0.6 eV in all cases. The consistent
offset between theory and experiment in Table 4.1 suggests that a single systematic effect could be the reason.
Possible reasons are the absence of electrolyte effects in the DFT simulations (the experimental work uses 0.5
M H2SO4 as the electrolyte
27), a difference between theoretical and experimental coverages, or the absence of
substrate doping in the DFT simulations (the experimental systems were p-type27 while the simulated Si is
undoped). However, since the aim of our work is to demonstrate the utility of a multiscale approach to enable
rational design of functionalized surfaces, the differences between theoretical and experimental magnitudes
do not influence our overall conclusions, which depend on trends rather than absolute magnitudes.
Next, simulations of a data set of around 30 functionalized surfaces were used to analyze the dependence
of µsurf on various properties of the organic molecule to determine design rules for choosing functional
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groups with a desired µsurf (a large positive µsurf in the case of HER on p-type photocathodes
27,72). The
effect of the following functional group properties were investigated: the functional group’s intrinsic dipole
moment, the presence and distribution of pi bonds, the binding atom (atom in the functional group that
directly bonds with the Si surface), and the presence of electrophilic substituent groups.
Effect of Functional Group’s Intrinsic Dipole Moment on the Surface Dipole
A nearly linear correlation between µsurf of the functionalized surface and the intrinsic dipole moment of
the isolated functional group was found, as shown in Figure 4.4. Therefore, to achieve a more positive µsurf ,
a functional group with a more positive intrinsic dipole moment should be chosen (see Figure 4.4 inset for
orientation of a positive intrinsic dipole moment). The inset also shows the binding atom, which is the atom
in the functional group that directly bonds with the surface Si atom. Despite the good linear correlation,
a similar analysis on a more expanded dataset with functional groups of varying lengths, different types of
pi bonds, and binding atoms revealed that some deviations occur, suggesting that other functional group
properties should be taken into account.19 The origins of these deviations are further explored in subsequent




Figure 4.4: Dependence of µsurf of the functionalized surface relative to SiH in eV (y-axis) on the intrinsic
dipole moment of the isolated functional group (µmol) in Debye (x -axis) for a set of 20 functional groups.
The black dotted line is the linear fit between µsurf and µmol (R
2 = 0.91). The IUPAC names of the
molecules corresponding to the labels are provided in Appendix B. The inset shows the orientation of the
intrinsic dipole moments of the isolated molecule relative to the Si(111) surface upon attachment of the
molecule.The location of the binding atom is also shown. Figure adapted from Ref.72
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Effect of Pi Bonds on the Surface Dipole
First, the effect on µsurf of pi bonds in aryl groups (benzene rings) is considered. Aryl groups are a
common choice for surface functionalization in experimental studies,27,50 but it is not known if the pi bonds
in the ring structure lead to an enhancement of the overall µsurf . To this end, the µsurf and charge rear-
rangement with the Si(111) surface were investigated for trifluoromethyl (-CF3) and trifluoromethyl(phenyl)
(-CF3Ph) surface functionalizations (Figure 4.5). The only difference between the two functional groups
is the presence of a benzene ring (phenyl group) between the Si surface and the -CF3 group in the latter.
The µsurf values of Si-CF3 and Si-CF3Ph are -0.053 and 0.504 eV respectively, suggesting that the presence
of the aryl group leads to a significant enhancement in µsurf . To understand the cause for this difference,
the net charges on the functionalized systems are considered in Figure 4.5. The net charge on an atom is
computed as the difference between its valence charge and Bader charge.169 Interestingly, the bond dipole
between the surface Si atom and the binding C atom in Si-CF3 flips its direction, with the Si surface being
more electron-rich than the C atom, while the opposite is true for Si-CF3Ph. This difference is a result of
the highly electronegative F atoms. In Si-CF3, each F takes around one electron from the C, leaving it with
a net charge of 1.65. To allow for favorable binding with the electron-poor C then, the surface Si becomes
negatively charged by accepting electrons from its neighboring subsurface Si atoms and also partially com-
pensates the positive net charge on the C binding atom. This is why the net C charge is much less than +3.
In Si-CF3Ph, as in Si-CF3, each F has a net charge of -0.90, resulting in an electron-poor C atom, now with
a greater net charge of +2.67. Thus, while the positive charge on the carbon atom is partially compensated
by the Si surface in Si-CF3, it is not compensated by the ring in Si-CF3Ph, which shows negligible charge
rearrangement. For example, the C at the para position of the ring (circled on the right in Figure 4.5), which
corresponds to the surface Si atom (circled on the left in Figure 4.5) in Si-CF3, is nearly charge neutral.
The benzene ring’s resistance to significant charge redistribution is because of its energetically favorable
conjugated structure (alternating single and double bonds) and the larger bond energies of C=C and C-C
bonds compared to Si-Si covalent bonds.19
Overall, the difference between the µsurf of Si-CF3 and Si-CF3Ph suggests that the experimentally
observed desirable performance of aryl groups for PEC hydrogen evolution27,50 arises not from chemical
interactions involving pi bonds, but from the stability of the benzene ring and its relative resistance to
charge redistribution This helps to maximize the positive bond dipole between the surface Si atom and the
functional group’s binding atom, which in turn contributes to a positive µsurf . In addition, aryl groups
tend to bond to the Si surface with the plane of the benzene rings nearly perpendicular to the surface,72
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Si-CF3 Si-CF3Ph
Figure 4.5: Schematics of Si-CF3 (left) and Si-CF3Ph (right) surfaces. The net charges on the surface Si,
binding C, and CF3 atoms are shown in black. Positive (negative) values indicate a loss (gain) of electrons.
The red arrows indicate the direction of the dipole between the surface Si atom and the binding carbon
atom. Dark blue, brown, pink, and sky blue atoms represent silicon, carbon, hydrogen, and fluorine
respectively. Figure adapted from Ref.19
further maximizing the positive µsurf component along the [111]-direction. This justifies the focus on aryl
functional groups in the rest of this chapter.
In Ref.,19 the effects on µsurf of the type (double or triple) and positions of pi bonds relative to the
Si surface were also investigated. While the µsurf of the functionalized surfaces considered largely tended
to follow the functional group’s intrinsic dipole moment, deviations were observed if the presence of the pi
bond resulted in a tilted geometry of the attached aryl group.19 As a general rule, even upon attachment
to the Si surface, double and triple bonded binding carbon atoms tend to maintain trigonal planar and
linear geometries respectively and are thus less likely to induce tilting away from the [111]-direction, whereas
single-bonded binding carbon atoms induce tilting due to their tetrahedral geometry. Moreover, modulating
the pi bond type and positions in a set of arbitrary aryl functional groups tuned µsurf over a range of
0.33 eV, with double-bonded and triple-bonded binding carbon atoms resulting in the most positive µsurf
values.19
Effect of Binding Atom on the Surface Dipole
The atom of the functional group that is directly attached to the Si surface is called the binding atom
(Figure 4.4 inset). So far, the functional groups considered in this chapter had a carbon binding atom,
which are most common in experiments due to the stability of Si-C bonds.27,50 However, changing the
binding atom to less studied species is likely to have a significant effect on µsurf because of the charge
rearrangement that takes place between the surface Si atom and binding atom. In this section, the µsurf
of Si-Toluene, Si-Phenol, Si-Thiophenol, and Si-Aniline, which respectively form Si-C, Si-O, Si-S, and Si-N
bonds are investigated. Each functional group has the same ring structure and differs only in the binding
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atom. Figure 4.6 shows a schematic of the functionalized surfaces and Figure 4.7 shows the µsurf values and
net charge on the binding atom for the four functionalized surfaces.
Figure 4.6: Schematic of the functionalized surfaces considered where X is the binding atom. X is C, S, O,
or N for Si-Toluene, Si-Thiophenol, Si-Phenol, and Si-Aniline. Figure adapted from Ref.19
Binding atom 
net charge
Figure 4.7: Surface dipoles with respect to SiH in eV for the four functionalized surfaces shown in
Figure 4.6. The net charge on the binding atoms is shown in the inset. Figure adapted from Ref.19
Modifying the binding atom from C to N while keeping the rest of the functional group intact provides
tunability of µsurf over a 0.45 eV range. The µsurf values show a weak dependence on the binding atom’s
electronegativity, but the correlation is not perfect. For example, Si-Aniline with an N binding atom has a
more positive µsurf than Si-Phenol with an O binding atom even though the latter has a higher electroneg-
ativity. Instead, a stronger dependence on the ability of the binding atom to accumulate charge is seen,
which is a function of its electronegativity and the number of electrons needed to satisfy the octet rule in its
valence shell (valency). The net charges on the binding atoms in Figure 4.7 show that nitrogen, which has
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the largest net charge (equal to to its valence charge) also leads to the most positive µsurf for Si-Aniline.
In contrast, carbon, which has a higher valency of four accumulates just one electron because of its lower
electronegativity. Therefore, a binding atom with a high electronegativity and valency will lead to a large
positive µsurf . It is worth noting that the trends in µsurf shown in Figure 4.7 cannot be obtained from
trends in the intrinsic dipole moments of the isolated functional groups alone,19 further reiterating that more
nuanced screening criteria for µsurf are needed.
Effect of Electrophilic/Nucleophilic Substituent Groups on the Surface Dipole
An electrophilic or nucleophilic substituent group on the benzene ring can modulate the intrinsic dipole
moment of the isolated functional group and consequently, also µsurf . This hypothesis was tested by consid-
ering the µsurf values due to two functional groups - TFPA (trifluorophenylacetynyl) and nitrophenylacetynyl
shown in Figure 4.8. The functional groups are identical except for the substituent groups on the benzene
ring (3 F atoms in the former and one highly electrophilic nitro group at only the para-position of the ben-
zene ring in the latter). Figure 4.8 also shows the µsurf of the Si(111) surface functionalized with these two
groups relative to SiH, showing that the electrophilic NO2 substituent group leads to a µsurf enhancement
of 1 eV, the largest tunability achieved from modifying functional group properties. Using a nucleophilic
substituent group instead would lead to a less positive µsurf .
Figure 4.8: Schematics of TFPA and nitrophenylacetynyl functional groups. The µsurf of the Si(111)
surface functionalized with these groups relative to SiH (in eV) are also shown. Figure adapted from Ref.19
Design Rules for Choosing Functional Groups with Desired Surface Dipole
The configurational phase space of possible surface functionalizations is large, but the results in this
section suggest that the complexity of designing a functional group with a desired µsurf can be reduced
by focusing on the most significant contributions to µsurf . Table 4.2 summarizes the range of tunability
offered by changing different functional group properties investigated in detail in Ref.19 Although the exact
range of tunability depends on the specific functional group considered, Table 4.2 suggests that the most
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important functional group properties that result in appreciable tunability are the presence of electrophilic
or nucleophilic substituent groups, the presence of an aryl group, and the binding atom.
Table 4.2: Achievable tunability in eV from modifying each functional group property. Adapted from Ref.19
Functional group property Range of tunability (eV)
Length ≈ 0.1
Position/type of pi bonds ≈ 0.33
Binding atom ≈ 0.45
Presence of aryl group ≈ 0.56
Electrophilic/nucleophilic substituent groups ≈ 1
In addition, the intrinsic dipole moment of the isolated functional group is a reliable predictor of µsurf
(Figure 4.4). Based on this, a design strategy for achieving large, positive surface dipoles for functionalized
photocathode surfaces (and hence, favorable hydrogen evolution) is proposed:
• Identify aryl-based organic molecules with a large, positive intrinsic dipole moment.
• Replace substituent group with a more electrophilic group.
• Replace the binding atom with one that has a large electronegativity and valency.
The design strategy was used to reverse-engineer a functional group, nitrophenol,19 which to the best of our
knowledge, has the highest theoretical µsurf relative to Si-H (1.849 eV) to date.
Summary of DFT Study
The DFT aspect of the multiscale model developed in this chapter focused on identifying design rules for
choosing functional groups with a desired µsurf . This was achieved by simulating 30 different functionalized
surfaces and analyzing the dependence of µsurf on the intrinsic dipole moment of the isolated functional
group, the presence of aryl groups, the type and position of pi bonds in the functional group, the binding
atom, and electrophilic/nucleophilic substituent groups. In addition, the effect of the functional group length
on µsurf was also investigated in Ref.
19 and was found to be minimal (Table 4.2). A design strategy to
achieve large, positive surface dipoles was proposed, opening the door to µsurf predictions without having
to perform numerous DFT calculations. The analysis was preceded by a validation of the DFT approach
for calculating µsurf by reproducing experimental trends in band edge positions of functionalized Si(111)
surfaces measured using Mott-Schottky analysis.27,72
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4.3.2 Device Modeling of Functionalized Photocathode Surfaces (wxAMPS)
The next step of the multiscale model is to extend the analysis of functionalized photocathode surfaces to
the device scale by using the calculated DFT surface dipoles as inputs into wxAMPS.72 The surface dipoles
are used to adjust the electron affinity of the silicon substrate in wxAMPS according to Equation 4.1. As
discussed in Section 4.2.1, the analysis in this chapter focuses on calculating the open-circuit voltage (Voc)
of the functionalized photocathode by simulating photocurrent versus voltage curves.
Figure 4.9 (a) shows the simulated photocurrent-vs-voltage curves for six representative surface function-
alizations: FMePh (1-fluoromethylphenyl, blue), ClPh (chlorophenyl, red), BrPh (bromophenyl, purple),
pyrimidine (pink), pyridine (brown), and diNitroPh ((3,5)-dinitrophenyl, green). The direction of increasing
DFT surface dipole of these functionalizations is also shown. As the surface dipole increases (becomes more
positive), the barrier height increases as well, leading to a more positive Voc (higher device efficiency). These
curves provide a direct comparison between the DFT surface dipole and the device efficiency in terms of the
Voc.
In order to determine if the multiscale approach can provide insights that would not be achievable using
DFT or device modeling in isolation, the calculated Voc is plotted against the surface dipole in Figure 4.9
(b). As the surface dipole becomes more positive in Figure 4.9 (b), the Voc initially increases and the
device performance improves as a result of the increase in the photocathode’s barrier height. However,
beyond a surface dipole of 0.3 eV relative to SiH (red dashed line in Figure 4.9 (b)), the Voc and hence
device performance saturates. The saturation occurs because beyond this surface dipole, the Voc is no
longer limited by thermionic emission of holes across the barrier height (Section 4.2.1). In other words,
the barrier height is already large enough, making charge recombination at the photocathode/electrolyte
interface negligible and increasing the barrier height further does not have a significant effect on device
performance. Instead now, the Voc is limited by intrinsic material properties of the silicon substrate (in this
case, bulk recombination processes71). Thus all surface dipoles to the right of the red dashed line (µsurf >
0.3 eV) in Figure 4.9 (b) are predicted to result in optimal device performance. By overlaying DFT surface
dipoles on Figure 4.9 (b) (data points), a data set of surface functionalizations all leading to optimal device
performance is obtained.
Summary of Device Modeling Study
The device modeling aspect of the multiscale model focused on simulating photocurrent-vs-voltage curves





Figure 4.9: (a) Simulated photocurrent-vs-voltage curves under illumination with AM 1.5 solar spectrum
for six representative surface functionalizations. As the DFT surface dipole increases, the Voc (x -intercept)
becomes more positive. The IUPAC names of the functional groups are given in the main text. (b)
Open-circuit voltage vs surface dipole relative to SiH obtained by modulating the Si electron affinity in
wxAMPS. The surface dipole at which the device performance saturates is denoted by the red dashed line.
DFT surface dipoles of representative functionalizations are overlaid on the plot (data points). Both figures
are adapted from Ref.72
result of the device modeling analysis was the saturation of the Voc beyond a certain value of the surface
dipole (0.3 eV). This in turn provides a set of candidate surface functionalizations with DFT surface dipoles
of over 0.3 eV all of which lead to optimal device performance. The combined approach thus provides a set
of candidate surface functionalizations and the freedom to proactively select systems that are synthetically
feasible.72
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the feasibility of a multiscale approach combining first-principles DFT and finite-element
device modeling to simultaneously predict the surface dipole (Angstrom-scale) and barrier height (in terms
of Voc) (nanometer-to-micron-scale) of functionalized p-type Si(111) photocathodes was demonstrated. The
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DFT aspect of the study focused on obtaining design rules for choosing functional groups that result in
a desired surface dipole (a large, positive surface dipole for hydrogen evolution on p-type photocathodes).
A three-step design strategy was proposed, opening the door to surface dipole predictions without having
to perform numerous DFT calculations. The two computational techniques were connected by using the
DFT surface dipole as an input into the device modeling software to tune the electron affinity of the Si
substrate. The device modeling aspect of the study focused on simulating photocurrent-vs-voltage curves
for the functionalized surfaces. The dependence of the Voc on the surface dipole was also calculated and it
was found that the Voc (and hence, device performance) saturates beyond a surface dipole of 0.3 eV relative
to SiH. The combined approach provides a set of candidate functionalizations that all lead to optimal
theoretical device performance with the freedom to proactively choose functional groups from the set that
are synthetically feasible. The multiscale approach developed in this chapter can be extended to other
functionalized photoelectrode systems for which the barrier height and device performance are primarily




to Predict Doped Surface Properties
at Experimental Doping Densities
In this chapter, molecule-surface interactions are used to model and predict the properties of doped
surfaces at experimental (1014 - 1019/cm3) doping densities. Despite strong experimental evidence of the
dependence of semiconductor surface properties like surface dipoles, reconstructions, and adsorption energies
on substrate doping, it remains challenging to model and predict the properties of doped surfaces at typical
experimental doping densities using traditional first-principles approaches. A DFT approach to model doped
surface properties is developed in this chapter in which doping is simulated via surface charge transfer dopant
molecules, which are weakly interacting electron acceptor/donor molecules.
The model has been applied to hydrogen-terminated Si(111) surfaces (SiH) and has been validated by
reproducing two sets of previous experimental data - surface dipoles of p- and n-type functionalized Si(111)170
and the doping type-dependent charge state of a Si dangling bond (DB) on the SiH surface.171–173 Doping
densities in the range of 1016-1019/cm3 are achieved using a reasonable computational system size and
without the need for charged supercells. The overall goal is to open the door to computational predictions
of semiconductor surface properties in which doping is a controllable parameter.
In the final section of the chapter, the model is extended to address the long-standing computational
challenge of using DFT to model charged defects in slabs and 2D materials. This is demonstrated by
calculating accurate formation energies and charge transition energies of substitutional defects in single
monolayer black phosphorus (phosphorene), showing good agreement with previous theoretical results.174
This chapter is based on two manuscripts, one submitted and the other under preparation.
5.1 Introduction
5.1.1 Motivation
There is strong experimental evidence that the electronic and structural properties of semiconductor
surfaces are sensitive to both the substrate doping type and density (typically 1014-1019/cm3).73,80,175–177
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For instance, the surface dipole of functionalized silicon varies with doping for reasons that have not been
wholly understood.73,80,170 In another work, charge transfer at a metal oxide (ZnO)/organic molecule
interface was found to be driven by the presence of doping-dependent surface defects on the ZnO surface.175
However, using first-principles DFT to model the properties of doped surfaces remains challenging and
computational studies often make predictions based on simulations of undoped materials.19,72,123
Directly simulating typical doping densities via substitutional dopant atoms would require prohibitively
large computational supercells containing 106-109 electrons. Thus, most studies that simulate doping us-
ing substitutional dopant atoms focus on hyperdoped materials in which the doping density is 1020/cm3 or
greater.178,179 An alternative approach to model doping is by using a variation of the virtual crystal approx-
imation (VCA), in which pseudopotentials are constructed to mimic the presence of substitutional dopant
atoms hybridized with the host semiconductor’s atoms at an arbitrary doping density.180,181 Although this
approach has been used in a few studies,180,181 it is yet to become mainstream and is not implemented in
all DFT software packages.
Perhaps the most intuitively obvious approach to model doping is by explicitly adding or subtracting elec-
trons from the computational supercell to achieve a desired doping type and density. The challenge however
is that DFT is often implemented with periodic boundary conditions and the total electrostatic energy of a
periodic array of charged supercells diverges.182 So, a uniform compensating background charge is added to
maintain charge neutrality and avoid the energy divergence problem. The resultant total energies need to
be corrected to account for the presence of an unphysical background charge in the system.182 Correction
schemes in the case of bulk supercells are well-established.182–187 To model doped surface properties however,
charged slab calculations need to be performed, in which case an additional problem arises. The presence
of the compensating background charge in the vacuum region above the surface of the slab gives rise to an
additional divergence in total energy with vacuum thickness as shown schematically in Figure 5.1.188 The
development of electrostatic correction schemes for charged slabs is still an active area of research174,188–193
and will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.4. Charged slabs with a compensating background charge
have not yet been widely used to model the properties of doped surfaces. The work presented in this chapter
addresses this gap in theoretical knowledge.
5.1.2 Goals of the Work
The primary goal of the work is to develop a first-principles DFT approach to model and predict doped


















Figure 5.1: Schematic of a charged slab with a vacuum region. The presence of a compensating background
charge in the vacuum leads to a divergence in energy with vacuum thickness (orange) as shown, which
needs to be corrected (purple).
predictions in which doping is a controllable parameter. The focus is on doped surface rather than doped
bulk properties since semiconductor surface properties are of great interest to PEC device performance as
evidenced in Chapters 3 and 4. Moreover, doped bulk properties can be effectively modeled using existing
DFT approaches. Doping is simulated using surface charge transfer dopant molecules (Section 5.2.1), which
are weakly interacting electron acceptor/donor molecules. We demonstrate that typical doping densities
are achievable using a reasonably sized computational system and without the need for charged super-
cells. The model has been validated using previous experimental measurements of doping-dependent surface
dipoles80,170 and the charge state of a dangling bond171–173 for Si(111) surfaces.1 In the final section of
the chapter (Section 5.4), the model is extended to address the long-standing computational challenge of
simulating charged defects in slabs and 2D materials by calculating defect formation energies and charge
transition energies of substitutional defects in phosphorene.
5.2 Computational Methodology and Theoretical Background
5.2.1 Surface Charge Transfer Doping
Doped surfaces are modeled in this chapter using surface charge transfer dopant molecules (referred to
henceforth as dopant molecules), which are weakly interacting organic electron acceptor/donor molecules.
Surface charge transfer doping (SCTD) is a popular technique traditionally used in experiments to dope
2D materials and nanostructures.194–197 Most of the commonly used dopant molecules have been shown to
interact with the underlying 2D material through weak van der Waals interactions, resulting in fractional
1Hydrogen-terminated Si(111) was as our model system because of the availability of experimental data to validate the
approach.
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charge transfer,195,196 making SCTD a popular method to dope the material without deteriorating its elec-
tronic structure. Figure 5.2 shows schematic band diagrams at non-zero temperature for a p-type and n-type
semiconductor that is conventionally doped with a substitutional dopant atom (left) and is surface doped
(right). In the case of conventional p-type doping, an acceptor level is formed just above the valence band
maximum (VBM) of the semiconductor (Figure 5.2 (a)). The acceptor level captures an electron at non-zero
temperature from the VBM, doping the material p-type. In the case of p-type SCTD, the dopant molecule’s
lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) is aligned just above the VBM, thus capturing an electron from
the VBM at non-zero temperature. In the case of conventional n-type doping, a donor level is formed just
below the conduction band minimum (CBM) of the semiconductor (Figure 5.2 (b)). The donor level donates
an electron at non-zero temperature to the CBM, doping the material n-type. In the case of n-type SCTD,
the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) of the dopant molecule is aligned just below the CBM, thus
donating an electron to the CBM at non-zero temperature. Therefore, the dopability of a material using
SCTD depends on the alignment of the dopant molecule’s HOMO/LUMO levels relative to the semiconduc-
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Figure 5.2: Schematic band diagrams of (a) a p-type semiconductor that is conventionally doped using a
substitutional dopant atom (left) and doped using SCTD (right), (b) an n-type semiconductor that is
conventionally doped using a substitutional dopant atom (left) and doped using SCTD (right). The band
diagrams show the expected behavior of the systems at non-zero temperature.
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While SCTD has been widely used in the field of 2D materials and nanostructures,194–197 it has not been
used in experimental or computational studies to dope semiconductor slabs of a few nanometers thickness.
However, there is experimental evidence on few layers-thick graphene suggesting that the effect of the dopant
molecule extends beyond just the surface layer, effectively doping a few monolayers near the surface.198
In this work, SCTD is used to dope the surface and near-surface layers of hydrogen-terminated Si(111).
The fractional charge transfer between the dopant molecule and the semiconductor surface is leveraged to
achieve low doping densities using a computationally tractable supercell size. It is worth reiterating that we
are not proposing that SCTD be used as a method to experimentally dope semiconductor slabs. Rather, the
presented work demonstrates a computational model system that can be used to predict how doping affects







Figure 5.3: Schematic of the computational model system used to model doped surface properties. SCTD
is used to dope the near-surface region (dark orange) of a semiconductor slab with the goal of predicting
the electronic properties of this region as a function of doping type/density.
5.2.2 Doped Hydrogen-Terminated Si(111): Computational Model System
Figure 5.4 shows a schematic of the computational supercell used to model doped SiH surfaces, consisting
of 2× 4 supercells of 7 monolayers thickness separated in the [111]-direction by a vacuum of 20 Å thickness.
The top and bottom surfaces of the slab are doped symmetrically to avoid spurious electric fields in the
vacuum region. The inset shows schematics of the acceptor (tetracyanoquinodimethane, TCNQ) and donor
(tetramethyltetrathiafulvalene, TMTTF) molecules used to dope the surface p-type and n-type respectively.
The SiH surface shown in Figure 5.4 is doped p-type. The doping type of the slab is tuned by using an
electron acceptor or donor dopant molecule, while the doping density is tuned by rigidly varying the distance
between the SiH surface and the dopant molecule (z in Figure 5.4), which in turn varies the amount of charge
transferred between the two (Section 5.2.4). The surface coverage of the dopant molecules was arbitrarily
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of computational supercell used to model p-type SiH surfaces. The top/bottom
surfaces of the slab are doped symmetrically. The doped (near-surface monolayers) and undoped regions of
the SiH slab are shown. The distance between the dopant molecule and the SiH surface is denoted by z.
The dashed black line represents a unit cell. The inset shows schematics of the dopant molecules used in
this study.
The thickness of the SiH slabs was chosen such that the average electrostatic potential in the interior of
the slab recovers its value in undoped SiH. Moreover, the charge density in the interior of the slab was also
unaffected by the presence of the dopant molecule (i.e. it recovered the corresponding value in undoped SiH)
as indicated in Figure 5.4, ensuring that the top and bottom doped surfaces are non-interacting. The doped
region was found to be 0.8 nm thick (3 SiH monolayers). This was verified by calculating the layer-wise net
charges for undoped, p-type, and n-type SiH for all doping types and densities simulated in this study.
As discussed in Section 5.2.1, the dopability of a semiconductor material using SCTD depends on the
alignment of the dopant molecule’s HOMO/LUMO levels relative to the semiconductor’s band edges. How-
ever, in contrast to the schematic band diagrams shown in Figure 5.2, the systems simulated in DFT represent
electrons in their ground state configurations and hence, cannot capture excited electronic states at non-zero
temperature. Therefore, in the simulated systems, the HOMO of the electron donor molecule should be
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aligned just above the CBM of SiH and the LUMO of the electron acceptor molecule should be aligned just
below the VBM of SiH. Upon hybridization between the HOMO and CBM or the LUMO and VBM in n-type
or p-type systems respectively, a perturbed host state (PHS) is formed.199 The PHS is partially occupied in
n-type SiH and partially unoccupied in p-type SiH, analogous to the effect of conventional shallow dopants
in semiconductors.199 The PHS is referred to as the donor (acceptor) state in n-type (p-type) SiH and it is
largely localized on the dopant molecule as seen in the density of states of n-type and p-type SiH with the
respective dopant molecules located at their equilibrium distance from the SiH surface (Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5: (a) DOS of n-type SiH projected onto SiH and the donor dopant molecule (TMTTF). (b) DOS
of p-type SiH projected onto SiH and the acceptor dopant molecule (TCNQ). In both figures, the red line
denotes the position of the Fermi energy (defined here as the position of the highest occupied energy). The
donor and acceptor states are shown. The equilibrium distances between the SiH surface and the dopant
molecules are 2.53 Å and 2.41 Å for n-type and p-type SiH respectively.
5.2.3 Input Parameters for DFT Simulations of Doped Hydrogen-Terminated
Si(111)
First-principles DFT105,106 simulations were performed using VASP.112–116 The generalized gradient ap-
proximation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) was used to approximate the exchange-correlation func-
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tional108 and PAW pseudopotentials were used to describe the interactions between electrons and ions.117
Since the dopant molecules and the SiH surface are weakly interacting, dispersion effects were included using
the non-local van der Waals functional implemented by Klimes and co-workers.164–167 A plane-wave cutoff of
480 eV, a 4×2×1 mesh for sampling k -space, and a Gaussian smearing of 0.02 eV were used. All structures
were relaxed until the forces on each atom were less than 0.01 eV/ Å and the energy difference between
consecutive steps was less than 10−5 eV.
5.2.4 Doped Hydrogen-Terminated Si(111): Calculation of Doping Density
The doping density of SiH is varied by rigidly changing the distance between the SiH surface and the
dopant molecule (z in Figure 5.4). To calculate the doping density, the charge transferred between the
dopant molecule and the SiH surface must first be calculated. Unfortunately, the charge transferred at the
interface between two materials (SiH and the dopant molecule in this case) is an ill-defined quantity since it
depends on the choice of the position of the interface, which is not uniquely defined.140 However, the surface
dipole calculated following the “nanosmoothing” procedure described in Section 2.4 is a uniquely defined
quantity and it contains information about the interfacial charge rearrangement.140,141 The doping density
in this chapter is calculated via the surface dipole using a four-step procedure:
1. The surface dipole, µsurf of the SiH slab with the dopant molecule is calculated.
2. The surface dipoles of only the SiH slab (µSiHsurf ) and the dipole moment of only the dopant molecule
(µdopant), both frozen in the relaxed geometry of the composite SiH/dopant systems are calculated.
3. The quantity ∆µ = µsurf − (µSiHsurf + µdopant) is the contribution of the charge transferred between
the SiH surface and the dopant molecule to the composite system’s surface dipole (µsurf ) and is a
rigorously defined quantity.
4. The approximate value of the charge transferred is then given by: ∆q = ∆µz , where z is the distance
between the SiH surface and the dopant molecule.
The direction of charge transferred is determined by the sign of ∆µ as shown in Figure 5.6. The doping
density is given by n = 2∆qV , where n is the doping density, V is the volume of the SiH slab, and the factor
of two comes from the fact that both the top and bottom surfaces of the slab are doped.
Figure 5.7 shows the calculated doping densities for different distances between the SiH surface and the
dopant molecule for n-type and p-type SiH respectively. For both doping types, as the distance increases, the
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of doped slabs showing the sign of ∆µ. A negative (positive) ∆µ means that
electrons are transferred to (from) the SiH slab from (to) the dopant molecule, resulting in n-type (p-type)
doping. The sign convention adopted assigns a positive sign to ∆µ if it points from a positive to a negative
charge along the [111]-direction.
charge transferred between the SiH surface and dopant molecule and therefore the doping density decrease.
The doping density can be further lowered by increasing the computational supercell size or by choosing
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Figure 5.7: Achievable doping density (/cm3) versus distance between the SiH surface and the dopant
molecule (Å) for n-type (blue) and p-type (red) SiH.
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5.2.5 Functionalized and Doped Si(111) Surfaces: Calculation of Surface
Dipole
The approach for modeling doped surface properties developed in this chapter was validated using two
sets of previous experimental data. The first set is surface dipole measurements of functionalized Si(111)
surfaces170 discussed in Section 5.3. Here, the procedure for calculating the surface dipole of doped Si(111)
surfaces is described. Figure 5.8 shows a schematic of the supercell used to model functionalized Si(111).
The functionalized surface was modeled by replacing one of the surface hydrogen atoms with the functional
groups considered in the experimental study (i.e. the coverage of the functional groups was 12.5%). This
was done symmetrically on the top and bottom surfaces of the SiH slab to avoid spurious electric fields in the
vacuum region. The remaining atop Si sites remained passivated with hydrogen to mimic the experimental
study.170 To model doping, the dopant molecule was also present on the functionalized surface at a distance
z chosen to achieve a desired doping density (Figure 5.7).
When calculating the surface dipole of the functionalized surface, the contribution of the dopant molecule
near the surface must be removed since it is an artifact of the model system being simulated. This is
accomplished by
µ(SiR) = µ(SiR+ dopant)− µ(SiH + dopant) (5.1)
where µ(SiR) is the desired surface dipole, µ(SiR + dopant) is the surface dipole of functionalized Si(111)
with the dopant molecule present, and µ(SiH+dopant) is the surface dipole of hydrogen-terminated Si(111)
(SiH) with the dopant molecule present. It is worth noting that µ(SiR) thus calculated is implicitly with
respect to the doped SiH surface. Ideally, Equation 5.1 will capture the effect of doping on the surface
dipole, but not the presence of the dopant molecule near the surface since the latter is not an effect that is
present in real (experimental) systems. This is true only if the dopant molecule and the functional group
are non-interacting, which we verify by showing that the charge transfer between the dopant molecule and
the functional group is small (i.e. the dopant molecule is mainly interacting only with the SiH surface).
In particular, it was verified that the Bader charges169 on the functional group are similar for both the
doped and the undoped surface and the Bader charges169 on the dopant molecule are similar for both the
functionalized and the hydrogen-terminated surface. Moreover, the closest distance between the functional
group and the dopant molecule is 2.6 Å for n-type surfaces and 2.9 Å for p-type surfaces, suggesting that






Figure 5.8: Schematic of the computational supercell used to simulate symmetrically functionalized and
doped Si(111) surfaces. The functional group shown here is octadecene and the dopant molecule is TCNQ
(acceptor). The remaining atop Si sites are terminated by H atoms. The doping density of the surface is
chosen by varying z as shown in Figure 5.7. The black dashed line represents a unit cell.
5.3 Results
5.3.1 Validation of Computational Approach: Surface Dipoles of
Functionalized Si(111)
The computational approach to model doped surface properties is first validated by reproducing previous
experimental surface dipole measurements on p-type and n-type functionalized Si(111), which found that the
surface dipole of n-type surfaces was larger than that of p-type surfaces irrespective of the functional group.170
The computational supercell used to simulate functionalized doped surfaces is shown in Figure 5.8. The
experimental study considers three functional groups, octadecene, octadecanol, and octadecanethiol, which
are identical chains of 18 carbon atoms only differing in the binding atom (atom of the functional group that
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directly attaches to the Si surface).170 Octadecene, octadecanol, and octadecanethiol have carbon, oxygen,
and sulfur binding atoms respectively. The experimental doping densities were 1014/cm3 and 1015/cm3 for
n-type and p-type Si(111) substrates respectively.170 The simulated doping densities were 1016/cm3 for
both doping types. While the difference between the simulated and experimental doping densities will affect
the magnitude of the calculated surface dipole, it does not affect the trends in the reported results or the
overall conclusions. The experimental surface coverage of the functional group is not known exactly, while
the simulated coverage was chosen to be 12.5%.
Figure 5.9 compares the experimental and computed surface dipoles. Instead of comparing the surface
dipoles of n-type (µn) and p-type (µp) surfaces in isolation, the difference between the two quantities, µn−µp
is considered to avoid errors from using DFT/PBE instead of a higher level theory72,123 and also from
experimental uncertainties in surface coverage and surface oxidation.170 The theoretical and experimental








































Figure 5.9: Comparison of experimental170 (blue) and computed (orange) µn − µp in eV for functionalized
Si(111) surfaces. The experimental error bar is ±0.05 eV.
The following discussion is based on Figure 5.9. The trends in computed µn − µp are in good agreement
with experimental measurements for all three functional groups. The small difference in magnitude between
experimental and computed values may arise from differences in doping density, surface coverage, or surface
oxidation that occurs experimentally,170 but is not accounted for in the simulations. As Figure 5.9 suggests,
there is a consistent difference between the surface dipoles of n-type and p-type surfaces, which is identified



































































































Figure 5.10: Comparison of (a) experimental170 and (b) computed n-type (red, µn) and p-type (green, µp)
surface dipoles of functionalized Si(111). The experimental work reported absolute surface dipoles whereas
the computed surface dipoles are with respect to doped SiH. The computed values are negative because the
SiH surface dipole is greater than the surface dipoles of the three functionalized surfaces considered here.
Even though these values cannot be directly compared, differences can be reliably compared as in
Figure 5.9.
in the functional group that is directly attached to the Si surface), with the charge density deviation in the
rest of the functional group and SiH surface remaining nearly identical for both doping types. Figure 5.11
shows the net charges on the atop Si atom and the binding atom for all three functional groups on p-type
and n-type Si(111). The net charge of an atom is computed from the difference between its valence charge
and Bader charge.169
For all three functionalizations and both doping types, the atop Si loses electrons to the binding atom and
thus, the direction of the resulting bond dipole between the atoms and consequently, the overall surface dipole
is in the same direction irrespective of the doping type. However, as Figure 5.11 suggests, the magnitude of
the bond dipole (and surface dipole) is larger for n-type surfaces for all three functional groups. In particular,
the magnitude is larger for n-type surfaces by around 0.45 eV (Figure 5.9). This is because the n-type surface
is more electron-rich, leading to larger electron transfer to the functional group. This observed dependence
of the bond dipole on substrate doping type is also in qualitative agreement with recently published XPS
core level shifts of functionalized n-type and p-type Si(111) surfaces.80
The µn − µp values in Figure 5.9 are similar for all three functional groups even though both the experi-
mental170 and theoretical µn and µp vary individually (Figure 5.10). This is because as Figure 5.11 suggests,
µn − µp is determined primarily by the bond dipole between the atop Si and the binding atom, which in
turn is determined by the doping density as well as the electronegativity of the binding atom.19




















Figure 5.11: Net charges on atop Si and the binding atom (labeled C, O, S) for n-type and p-type Si(111)
surfaces functionalized with octadecene, octadecanol, and octadecanethiol respectively. Positive (negative)
values denote electron loss (gain). Dark blue, brown, pink, green, and yellow atoms represent Si, C, H, O,
and S respectively.
Octadecene and Si-Octadecanol for doping densities in the range of 1016/cm3 to 1020/cm3 are shown in
Figure 5.12. The first observation here is that µn − µp is not very sensitive to the doping density, varying
only by 0.05 eV across the range of doping densities considered. Similar to the analysis above, the difference
between µn and µp is still driven by the bond dipole between the atop Si and binding atom. As the n-type
doping density increases, the SiH surface becomes more electron-rich leading to a larger electron transfer to
the functional group (and hence, larger surface dipole, µn). On the other hand, as the p-type doping density
increases, the SiH surface becomes less electron-rich, leading to a smaller electron transfer to the functional
group (and hence, smaller surface dipole, µp). Thus, as both doping densities increase, µn − µp increases.
Beyond a doping density of 1019/cm3, the SiH surface continues to become more electron-rich or depleted,
but the bond dipole saturates as it is likely limited by the relative electronegativities between Si and the
binding atoms. From Figure 5.12, µn − µp is larger for Si-Octadecanol. This is because the binding atom in
octadecanol, oxygen is more electronegative than the binding atom in octadecene, carbon. Thus, the oxygen
can accept more charge from the electron-rich n-type surface, leading to an enhancement of µn.




















































Figure 5.12: Predicted µn − µp for Si-Octadecene and Si-Octadecanol for doping densities in the range of
1016-1020/cm3.
reproduced using our computational approach. The origin of the difference between n-type and p-type surface
dipoles was identified as the bond dipole between the atop Si atom and the functional group binding atom.
Surface dipole predictions for two functionalizations were also provided for doping densities in the range of
1016-1020/cm3. Surface dipoles are important descriptors103 and predictors72 of PEC device performance
and the ability to predict their doping dependence opens the door to better rational design of photoelectrode
surface properties. Lastly, this section focused on the difference µn − µp for the purpose of effectively
comparing to previous experimental results.170 However, this computational approach can be used to predict
doping-dependent surface dipoles for p-type or n-type surfaces in isolation relative to a well-characterized
surface as shown in Figure 5.10 (b).
5.3.2 Validation of Computational Approach: Charge State of a Si Dangling
Bond
The computational approach to model doped surface properties is next validated by reproducing the
experimentally known171–173 charge state of a Si dangling bond. A Si dangling bond introduces a defect
state with an unpaired electron between the VBM and middle of the bandgap.171–173 The dangling bond
is electronically compensating: it captures an electron from the donor state to become negatively ionized
in n-type SiH and it donates an electron to the acceptor state to become positively ionized in p-type SiH.
A surface with a Si dangling bond was simulated by symmetrically removing a single passivating hydrogen
atom from each surface in Figure 5.4. The dopant molecule is fixed at its equilibrium distance from the SiH
surface to simulate n-type and p-type doping at a doping density of 1019/cm3.
Figure 5.13 shows the total density of states for undoped, n-type, and p-type SiH with a dangling bond.
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In undoped SiH (Figure 5.13 (a)), the defect state due to the dangling bond is partially filled and is situated
slightly above the VBM. In n-type SiH (Figure 5.13 (b)), the dangling bond becomes completely filled by
accepting one electron from the donor state, which in turn becomes partially empty (its total occupation is
two electrons). In p-type SiH (Figure 5.13 (c)), the dangling bond becomes unfilled by donating one electron
to the acceptor state, which in turn becomes partially filled (its total occupation is two electrons). In p-type
SiH, there is some hybridization between the dangling bond and acceptor state resulting in the dangling
bond moving further into the bandgap. The extent of hybridization decreases when the distance between
the dopant molecule and SiH surface increases (doping density decreases). However, the calculated charge
state and charge rearrangement between the dangling bond and dopant molecule are qualitatively similar
for the different doping densities considered (1019/cm3 and 1016/cm3).
To better visualize the charge rearrangement between the dangling bond and the donor or acceptor
states, we look at charge density isosurfaces of the states within the bandgap, which can either be occupied
or unoccupied as shown in Figure 5.14 for n-type SiH and Figure 5.15 for p-type SiH. In n-type SiH
(Figure 5.14), the charge density isosurfaces shown correspond to the dangling bond and the donor state
near the SiH CBM. The donor state being higher in energy, donates an electron to the Si dangling bond.
Correspondingly, the unoccupied state charge density is localized on the donor state (n-type dopant molecule,
TMTTF) and the occupied state charge density is localized on the Si dangling bond and its nearest neighbors.
However, the TMTTF has a non-zero contribution to the occupied state charge density because only one of
its two electrons is donated to the Si dangling bond. The net charge on the Si DB is -0.94 e, capturing its
experimentally known q = −1 charge state.
In p-type SiH (Figure 5.15), the charge density isosurfaces shown correspond to the dangling bond and
the acceptor state near the SiH VBM. The acceptor state being lower in energy, accepts an electron from the
Si dangling bond. Correspondingly, the unoccupied state charge density is localized on the Si dangling bond
and its nearest neighbors and the occupied state charge density is localized on the acceptor state (p-type
dopant molecule, TCNQ). However, the TCNQ has a non-zero contribution to the unoccupied state charge
density because only one electron is donated by the Si dangling bond. The net charge on the Si DB is +0.99
e, capturing its experimentally known q = +1 charge state.
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 also show top views of the doped surfaces with the Si dangling bond circled.
The closest distance between the Si dangling bond and the dopant molecule is greater than 3.2 Å for both
doping types, suggesting that the calculated charge states of the Si dangling bond are not computational
artifacts of the physical proximity between the dopant molecule and the Si dangling bond, but are result of
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Figure 5.13: Total density of states of (a) undoped SiH with a dangling bond, (b) n-type SiH with a
dangling bond, and (c) p-type SiH with a dangling bond. The red line denotes the Fermi energy defined
here as the energy of the highest occupied state. The x -axis shows the energy with respect to the Fermi
energy in eV.
the electronic compensation of the dangling bond.
In summary, the experimentally known doping-type dependent charge state of a Si dangling bond was
reproduced using our computational approach An analysis of the states within the bandgap reveals that as
expected, the Si dangling bond donates an electron to the acceptor state, and accepts an electron from the
donor state. The presence of and the charge state of dangling bonds on passivated semiconductor surfaces has
implications for photoelectrode stability and reaction mechanisms for surface functionalization.171 Hence,








n-type SiH, top view
Figure 5.14: Charge density isosurfaces of occupied and unoccupied states within the bandgap for n-type
SiH. The location of the Si dangling bond is indicated. Regions of high charge density are shown in green.






p-type SiH, top view
Figure 5.15: Charge density isosurfaces of occupied and unoccupied states within the bandgap for p-type
SiH. The location of the Si dangling bond is indicated. Regions of high charge density are shown in green.
A top view of the surface is shown with the Si dangling bond circled.
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since dangling bonds are actually surface defects, the analysis presented in this section unexpectedly leads to
an entirely different class of problems - charged defects in 2D materials. In the next section (Section 5.4), a
brief detour is taken to extend the computational approach for modeling doped surface properties to predict
accurate formation energies of charged defects in 2D materials.
5.4 Modeling Charged Defects in 2D Materials via Surface
Charge Transfer Doping
In this section, the computational approach previously developed in this chapter for modeling doped sur-
face properties is extended to model charged defects in 2D materials and calculate accurate defect formation
energies without the need for charged computational supercells. The computational approach is validated
by reproducing recent theoretical defect formation and charge transition energies of substitutional defects in
single monolayer black phosphorus (phosphorene).174
5.4.1 Motivation
Rational defect engineering is critical for optimizing the optoelectronic properties of 2D materials.200–202
However, modeling charged defects in 2D materials and slabs using first-principles DFT remains a long-
standing computational challenge.174,188–193 Charged defects are typically simulated by adding/subtracting
electrons to/from the computational supercell depending on the desired charge state of the defect. However,
most efficient DFT implementations use periodic boundary conditions and the total electrostatic energy of a
periodic array of charged systems diverges.182 Therefore, a homogeneous compensating background charge
is typically added to the supercell to maintain charge neutrality. While this solves the energy divergence
problem due to a charged system and is widely and successfully used to model charged defects in bulk
materials,182–187 an additional difficulty arises in the case of 2D materials and slabs. The presence of the
compensating charge in the vacuum region (Figure 5.1) results in diverging total energies with vacuum
thickness at constant lateral dimension.193 Determining an electrostatics correction scheme that works
across different classes of defect problems for these materials is still an active area of research.174,188,193
In the computational approach presented in this chapter, the issue of adding/subtracting electrons
to/from the supercell to simulate charged defects is circumvented by using surface charge transfer dopant
molecules as charge reservoirs. This in turn avoids the need for a compensating charge in the vacuum region
since the simulated supercell is already charge neutral. Figure 5.16 shows a schematic of this approach,
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o Simulate defect with charge q 
by controlling doping of 
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Figure 5.16: Schematic comparing the traditional and the new approaches for simulating charged defects in
2D materials. The black dashed line represents a unit cell that periodically repeats in all directions. In the
new approach, the dopant molecule controls the doping of the 2D material, which in turn allows a defect at
its energetically most favorable charge state to be simulated as discussed in Section 5.4.2.
5.4.2 Computational Methodology and Theoretical Background
An introduction to basic theoretical background for calculating defect formation energies and a description
of the computational model and model system are provided in this section.
Defect Formation Energies
The defect formation energy (∆Hf ) provides a quantitative thermodynamic measure of whether a defect
with a charge q forms spontaneously. Defect formation energies are calculated as a function of the semicon-
ductor’s Fermi energy (Ef ), which in turn is a function of the semiconductor’s doping type and density.
203 It
is important to note that the semiconductor’s Ef is assumed to be externally set. This section first provides
an introduction to ∆Hf calculations using the traditional approach and then discusses the key differences
in the new approach.
Equation 5.2 shows the equation that is traditionally used to calculate the defect formation energy,
∆Hf (q, d) = E(q, d)− E(host)−
∑
i
niµi + qEf + Ecorr (5.2)
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where ∆Hf (q, d), E(q, d), E(host), and Ecorr are the formation energy of a defect d at a charge state q,
the DFT energy of the supercell with the defect at the given charge state, the DFT energy of the pristine
material without a defect or net charge, and the electrostatics corrections terms to account for the defect-
defect image interactions and the compensating background charge. The third term on the right accounts
for the atomic species that are exchanged with chemical reservoirs to form the defect, and ni and µi are the
number and the chemical potential of each atomic species exchanged. The fourth term on the right, qEf
gives the electrostatic energy of a charge q that is added to the system. The defect formation energies are
plotted as a function of the semiconductor’s Ef , which appears only in the fourth term in Equation 5.2.
Thus the charge state of the defect, q determines the slope of the ∆Hf versus Ef plot. If the defect is neutral
(q=0), the slope is zero, if the defect is positively charged (q > 0), the slope is positive, and if the defect is
negatively charged (q < 0), the slope is negative.
The calculation steps of ∆Hf in the traditional approach are as follows:
1. Perform a DFT calculation of the pristine material to obtain E(host).
2. Perform DFT calculations of the material with the defect d at charge state q to obtain E(q, d). Note that
the number of DFT calculations to be performed in this step is equal to the number of defect/charge
combinations, (q,d) that one wishes to model. For example, an oxygen substitutional defect in graphene
can be modeled in charge states q = 0,+1,−1 using three different DFT calculations.
3. The term
∑
i niµi is determined by finding the allowable range of µi for a given atomic species. The
term Ecorr is determined via extrapolation of total energies with respect to vacuum thickness and
lateral supercell size.193
4. The dependence of ∆Hf on Ef can be obtained directly from Equation 5.2 (typically, Ef varies from
the VBM to the CBM corresponding to different semiconductor doping types/densities).
Figure 5.17 shows a schematic defect formation energy diagram for a representative set of defects in an
arbitrary material. The most thermodynamically favorable defects and their charge states at a given Ef can
be determined from the diagram. This in turn allows for defect engineering of desirable defects by tuning the
semiconductor’s doping or growth conditions.203 The ∆Hf diagram also provides information on whether
a defect is a good acceptor or donor. An acceptor defect can favorably assume a negative charge state (it
accepts electrons) and a donor defect can favorably assume a positive charge (it donates electrons). In a real
material at finite temperature, an acceptor defect ideally accepts electrons from the semiconductor’s VBM
and a donor defect donates electrons to the CBM. Thus, the charge transition energy for the acceptor defect
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(0/-q) should be as close to the VBM as possible, while that for a donor defect (0/+q) should be as close to
the CBM as possible.174,203 In other words, they should be shallow defects.












Figure 5.17: Schematic defect formation energy diagram for two defects in an arbitrary material. The
y-axis shows ∆Hf in eV calculated using Equation 5.2 and the x -axis shows the semiconductor’s Ef
relative to the VBM. The x -axis range is from Ef=VBM (0 eV) to Ef=CBM (highly p-type to highly
n-type doping). The first defect (purple) is simulated in only one charge state (q = 0) and accordingly, the
slope of its line is zero. The second defect (blue) is simulated in two different charge states (q = 0,−1),
with the corresponding lines having slopes 0 and -1. These lines intersect at the charge transition energy
(labeled), which is the energy at which a defect can co-exist in two charge states. The energetically most
favorable charge states of this defect are indicated with bold lines.
Next, the key differences in the calculation of ∆Hf using the new approach are discussed. In the
traditional approach, each possible charge state q of a given defect is directly simulated in DFT and the
∆Hf is obtained from Equation 5.2. The most thermodynamically favorable charge state of the defect at
a given Ef is then deduced from the defect formation energy diagram (Figure 5.17). In the new approach,
the dopant molecules avoid the need for explicitly adding/subtracting charge to/from the system as already
discussed. Instead, the molecules allow us to explicitly tune the Ef of the semiconductor and then, the
DFT simulation naturally allows the defect to adopt its most favorable charge state corresponding to Ef .
The doping density and thus, Ef of the 2D material can be varied by rigidly changing the distance between
itself and the dopant molecule as discussed in Section 5.2.4. The formation energy of a defect can then be
calculated at different simulated semiconductor Fermi energies. The ∆Hf calculated using this approach is
given by,





where ∆Hf (d,Ef ) is the formation energy of a defect d at a simulated Fermi energy Ef , E(d,Ef ) is the DFT
energy of a supercell with the 2D material containing a defect d and the dopant molecule, and E(host, Ef )
is the DFT energy of a supercell with the defect-free 2D material and the dopant molecule. The third term
on the right is the same as before. The above equation does not contain any reference to the defect charge
state q because it is no longer being explicitly simulated.
The calculation steps of Hf in the new approach are as follows:
1. Perform a DFT calculation of the defect-free material with a dopant molecule at a distance z from
the surface to obtain E(host, Ef ). The number of DFT calculations needed is equal to the number of
simulated Ef values. Different Ef ’s are achieved by using either an electron acceptor/donor dopant
molecule at different z values.
2. Perform a DFT calculation of the material containing the defect with the dopant molecule at a distance
z from the surface to obtain E(d,Ef ). Again, the number of DFT calculations needed is equal to the
number of simulated Ef values.
3.
∑
i niµi is calculated as in the traditional approach.
4. ∆Hf (d,Ef ) can be plotted against the simulated Ef values and the most thermodynamically favorable
charge state of the defect is deduced from the slope of a line drawn through the calculated points.
Computational Model System
Figure 5.18 (a) shows a schematic of a 4× 4 supercell containing 1 ML defect-free black phosphorus (ML
BP) with a dopant molecule at a distance z from its surface. The doping type of ML BP can be controlled
by using an electron acceptor or donor dopant molecule. In this study, NO2 and tetrathiafulvalene (TTF)
are used as the electron acceptor and donor molecules respectively to achieve p-type and n-type doping
of ML BP. The doping density can be varied by rigidly varying z. As z increases, the charge transferred
between the dopant molecule and ML BP decreases, and thus, the doping density decreases (Figure 5.7).
E(host, Ef ) in Equation 5.3 is calculated from the structure shown in Figure 5.18 (a). Figure 5.18 (b) shows
a schematic of a 4 × 4 supercell containing ML BP with a substitutional tellurium defect (i.e. one of the
phosphorus atoms has been replaced by tellurium) and the dopant molecule at a distance z from its surface.
E(d,Ef ) in Equation 5.3 is calculated from this structure. Each phosphorus atom (P) in ML BP is bonded
to 3 neighboring P atoms. The substitutional defects however are bivalent and hence only bond with two
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P atoms, leaving one unbonded P as a dangling bond. The distance between the dopant molecule and the
dangling bond is greater than 3.5 Å so that they do not interact with each other.
The lateral size of the ML BP was chosen based on previous work174 that found that finite-size effects are
minimized at supercell sizes of 4× 4 or larger. The vacuum separation between periodic images of ML BP is
15 Å. The defect formation energies were calculated at a vacuum thickness of 40 Å for a few select cases and
they differed by less than 0.0005 eV compared to the 15 Å case. This makes sense because our simulation
does not contain a compensating background charge and hence, convergence of total energies with respect
to vacuum thickness are faster.
The defect formation energies of substitutional oxygen and tellurium defects in ML BP are calculated
for Fermi energies in the range of -0.2 eV to 0.91 eV relative to the VBM. The highest Fermi energy 0.91
eV corresponds to the CBM of the material relative to its VBM (i.e. the DFT/PBE bandgap of ML BP is
0.91 eV).174 The lowest Fermi energy, -0.2 eV corresponds to p-type doping densities in excess of 1020/cm3,










Figure 5.18: (a) Schematic of defect-free 4× 4 ML BP with dopant molecule at a distance z from the
surface. (b) Schematic of 4× 4 ML BP with substitutional Te defect and dopant molecule at a distance z
from the surface The dopant molecule shown in both figures is NO2 an electron acceptor molecule. The
black dashed line represents a single unit cell.
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Input Parameters for DFT Simulations
First-principles DFT105,106 simulations were performed using VASP.112–116 The generalized gradient ap-
proximation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) was used to approximate the exchange-correlation func-
tional108 and PAW pseudopotentials were used to describe the interactions between electrons and ions.117
Dispersion effects were included using the non-local van der Waals functional implemented by Klimes and
co-workers.164–167 A plane-wave cutoff of 520 eV, a 3 × 2 × 1 mesh for sampling k -space, and a Gaussian
smearing of 0.02 eV were used. All structures were relaxed until the forces on each atom were less than 0.02
eV/ Å and the energy difference between consecutive steps was less than 10−6 eV. The computed in-plane
and out-of-plane P-P bond lengths are 2.222 Å and 2.261 Å respectively.
Calculation of Simulated Fermi Energies
The doping density of ML BP at different distances between the dopant molecule and the BP surface
(z ) is calculated using the procedure detailed in Section 5.2.4. The Fermi energy, Ef can be calculated
from the doping density at an arbitrary temperature. Here, the Fermi energies are calculated at room
temperature. The calculated doping density can be thought of as the free electron (ne) or hole density (nh)
in the semiconductor depending on whether the material is doped n-type or p-type. The relation between








DOS(E)(1− f(E,Ef ))dE (5.5)
where VBM, CBM, and DOS(E) are the band edges and the density of states of defect-free undoped ML





. The band edges and density of states
of pristine undoped ML BP are considered in Equations 5.4 and 5.5 because the dopant molecule is assumed
to perturb only the band edges of the material without significantly affecting its electronic structure,199
which is true in the case of the dopant molecules since they interact with the semiconductor through weak
van der Waals interactions. Equations 5.4 and 5.5 are solved for Ef for a given simulated electron or hole
density respectively. Figure 5.19 shows the simulated doping densities and the corresponding Ef calculated
as above. A finer mesh of Ef can be obtained by varying the distance between the dopant molecule and
ML BP more gradually. However, the calculated Ef values were found to be sufficient to achieve the desired
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Figure 5.19: Simulated Fermi energy with respect to the VBM (y-axis, eV) versus doping density (x -axis,
/cm3). The positions of the VBM (0 eV), midgap (0.455 eV), and CBM (0.91 eV) are shown. The blue
data points correspond to p-type doping (Ef below midgap) and the red data points correspond to n-type
doping (Ef above midgap).
5.4.3 Results: Defect Formation Energies of Substitutional Defects in
Monolayer Black Phosphorus
Figure 5.20 shows the defect formation energy diagram for substitutional oxygen and tellurium plotted
using previous theoretical values from Ref.174 in which ∆Hf was calculated using the traditional approach
described in Section 5.4.2. The diagram shows the formation energies of the thermodynamically most
favorable charge states of the defects in an Ef range from -0.2 eV to 0.91 eV with respect to the VBM.
The substitutional O defect has a negative formation energy, implying that it can form spontaneously. This
reflects that fact that ML BP is very easily oxidized in air.174,204 Its most stable charge state for Fermi
energies within the bandgap is q = 0. At a Fermi energy 0.11 eV below the VBM, its most stable charge
state transitions to q = +1, suggesting that the oxygen behaves as a compensating donor when ML BP is
doped highly p-type. The substitutional Te defect has a positive formation energy and its charge transition
level is 0.67 eV below the CBM (or 0.27 eV above the VBM). Since the charge transition energies of both
defects are not close to the CBM, they are not good donor defects.
Figure 5.21 shows the formation energies of substitutional O and Te defects in ML BP calculated using
the new approach developed in this chapter. The hollow circles in the plot are the ∆Hf (d,Ef ) values
calculated using Equation 5.3. The dashed lines through the points are best fit lines of slope=0 or +1
drawn through the points. Note that this approach automatically captures the thermodynamically most
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favorable charge state of the defect unlike the traditional approach. The calculated formation energies of the
q = 0 states are -0.719 eV and 1.337 eV for substitutional O and Te respectively, while the corresponding
previous174 formation energies were -0.72 eV and around 1.34 eV. The calculated charge transition energies
are -0.05 eV below the VBM and 0.17 eV above the VBM for substitutional O and Te respectively, while the
corresponding previous174 transition energies were -0.11 eV below the VBM and 0.24 eV above the VBM.
Thus the calculated transition energies are within 0.1 eV of the previous values. The previous work174 does
not discuss any changes in the defect geometry for different charge states and we do not find any significant
differences either.
In summary, a computational approach to model charged defects in 2D materials using surface charge
transfer dopant molecules was developed. The approach was validated by reproducing recent theoretical
calculations of defect formation energies of oxygen and tellurium substitutional defects in ML BP. The
formation energies and charge transition energies calculated using the new approach were found to be in
good agreement with previous work, thus opening the door to simulating charged defects without the need
for charged supercell calculations and the ensuing electrostatics corrections.


































































Figure 5.20: Defect formation energy (eV) versus Ef wrt VBM (eV) of O (black) and Te (red)
substitutional defects in ML BP using previous values from Ref.174 The x -axis range is from -0.2 eV to
0.91 eV. The defect charge states and the positions of the VBM and CBM are indicated in the figure. Only
the most thermodynamically favorable charge states were provided in Ref.174 Copyright 2017, American
Physical Society.
5.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a computational approach to model doped surface properties at experimental doping
densities using surface charge transfer dopant molecules was developed. The approach was validated by
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Figure 5.21: Defect formation energy (eV) versus simulated Ef wrt VBM (eV) of substitutional O (black)
and Te (red) defects in ML BP calculated using the new approach. The hollow circles are the calculated
∆Hf values using Equation 5.3 and the dashed lines are best fit lines of slope=0 or +1 drawn through the
points. The x -axis range is from -0.2 eV to 0.91 eV. The defect charge states and the positions of the VBM
and CBM are indicated in the figure.
reproducing two sets of previous experimental data - surface dipoles of functionalized p-type and n-type
Si(111)170 and the doping type-dependent charge state of a Si dangling bond.171 Good agreement was found
with previous experimental trends, suggesting that this approach may be used to predict photoelectrode
properties in which doping is a controllable parameter. The approach was next extended to model charged
defects in 2D materials without the need for charged supercell simulations, which remain a long-standing
computational challenge. The approach was validated by reproducing recent theoretical calculations174 of
defect formation energies of substitutional defects in monolayer black phosphorus. Again, good agreement
was found with previous results.
In closing, some limitations of the computational approach are discussed below:
• The effect of the dopant molecule is confined to the first few monolayers of the material and hence,
the approach can be used to simulate only doped surface properties and not bulk properties. In the
case of modeling charged defects, the defect would have to be a near-surface defect. However, surface
properties of semiconductors are useful descriptors and predictors of device performance, especially for
photoelectrodes.72,103
• The sensitivity of the calculated surface properties to the proximity of the dopant molecule is a con-
cern and needs to be rigorously accounted for as was done for the doping-dependent surface dipoles
(Equation 5.1).
• The surface properties being calculated might be sensitive to the specific dopant molecule used. This
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is yet to be rigorously analyzed, but the weak interactions between the dopant molecule and the




to Study the Effect of Water on
Photoelectrode Surfaces
In this chapter, molecule-surface interactions are used to study the effect of a water environment on
hydrogen-terminated non-polar and polar photoelectrode surfaces. In the studies presented so far in this
thesis, the water (electrolyte) environment at the photoelectrode surface was not explicitly considered. This
is justified because often, simulations of photoelectrode/vacuum interfaces provide reliable agreement with
trends in experimental measurements18,72 and the explicit modeling of a water environment using FPMD
(Section 2.3) is computationally expensive.81,205 However, there is a growing body of evidence suggesting
that simulating the water environment provides additional insights on photoelectrode properties like band
edges,81,123,206 stability,59 and surface chemistry42,59 that would not be directly deducible from simulations
in vacuum.
Recently, Galli and co-workers showed that a water environment shifts the band edges of hydrophobic and
low-polarity functionalized Si(111) surfaces by around 0.5 eV irrespective of the surface functionalization,
with negligible charge transfer between the water and the silicon surface.81 Silicon is a covalently-bonded
material and the Si(111) surface is non-polar. It is reasonable then to expect that an iono-covalent material
with a polar surface termination such as a III-V semiconductor, which is a popular photoelectrode material121
will interact very differently with a polarizable electrolyte like water. Therefore, in this chapter, we study
water interactions with the hydrogen-terminated Si(111) surface (SiH), as a baseline, and the hydrogen-
terminated Ga-terminated and P-terminated GaP(111) surfaces (GaP is a III-V semiconductor) using FPMD
simulations. In particular, the effect of the water environment on the photoelectrodes’ surface dipoles is
investigated, revealing surprising similarities between the SiH and phosphorus-terminated GaP(111) surfaces.
Finally, some general design rules for functionalizing III-V surfaces to maintain a desired surface dipole and




Effect of Water Environment on Different Photoelectrode Surface Terminations
Photoelectrode surface properties are typically modeled in vacuum18,72 or at low water coverage using
standard DFT calculations.96,103,104 However, these approaches do not account for complex interfacial
water structures or thermal effects.207 Meanwhile, explicit modeling of the photoelectrode/water interface
using FPMD simulations, though computationally expensive, is becoming increasingly popular, providing
additional insights that are not directly deducible from standard DFT calculations.59,208–210 For example,
Wood and co-workers recently showed that the experimentally observed photocorrosion resistance of InP(001)
photoelectrodes compared to GaP(001) was related to dynamic dangling bond passivation arising from local
proton hopping in the hydrogen bond network of water.59 In another study, Fe2O3(001) surfaces were
shown to favor water dissociation through direct proton transfer from water molecules to the surface oxygen
atoms.210
More relevant to this chapter, Galli and co-workers recently computed the band edge positions of func-
tionalized Si(111) surfaces in the presence of water using FPMD simulations combined with many-body
perturbation theory (MBPT).81 MBPT was used to obtain accurate band edge positions. They found that
the band edges of hydrophobic and low-polarity surfaces shift by around 0.5 eV relative to the corresponding
vacuum values irrespective of the actual surface functionalization.81 Moreover, charge transfer between these
surfaces and water was found to be negligible. But for hydrophilic and high-polarity surfaces, the band edge
shift in water and charge transfer between the surface and water were found to be much more significant
and dependent on the local chemistry of the functionalized surface.81 They also found that regardless of the
surface termination (hydrophobic/hydrophilic or low-polarity/high-polarity), the water environment always
shifted the Si(111) band edges towards the vacuum level, an effect that has been observed in other mate-
rials211 as well. Figure 6.1 illustrates this effect using a schematic band diagram showing the valence and
conduction band positions of the SiH surface in vacuum and in water.81 The band edges shifting towards
the vacuum level corresponds to a decrease in the photoelectrode’s surface dipole (see Appendix A for the
relation between band edge positions and surface dipoles).
The results of the work by Galli and co-workers81 suggest that neglecting the water environment in
simulations of high-polarity and hydrophilic surfaces could lead to large errors (>0.5 eV) in predicted band















Figure 6.1: Schematic band diagram of hydrogen-terminated Si(111) showing conduction (CBM) and
valence (VBM) band edge positions in vacuum (red) and in water (blue). The conduction and valence band
edges both shift by 0.27 eV in water towards the local vacuum level (dashed black line, 0 eV). The values
of the band edges are from Ref.81 and are based on DFT/PBE simulations of SiH in vacuum (red) and in
water (blue).
water on the surface dipole and band edge positions of polar surface terminations of iono-covalent materials.
While water interactions with partially ionic materials such as TiO2
211 have been previously studied, the
effect of water on photoelectrode surfaces with polar surface terminations has not been considered. III-V
semiconductors are widely used photoelectrode materials for PEC water-splitting with some of the highest
demonstrated solar-to-hydrogen conversion efficiencies.121,212–215 When these materials are used as photo-
electrodes,216,217 they can have polar surface terminations that are either cation- or anion-terminated and
contain a net surface charge. Since water is a polarizable electrolyte, it is reasonable to expect that interac-
tions of the water environment with such a surface would be significantly different from its interactions with
the widely-studied functionalized Si(111) surface. The work presented in this chapter attempts to address
this gap in theoretical knowledge by studying the interaction of water with hydrogen-terminated Si(111)
(a baseline), and hydrogen-terminated Ga-terminated and P-terminated GaP(111) surfaces (GaP is a III-V
semiconductor), with the goal of understanding the effect of water on the surface dipole of an iono-covalent,
polar surface termination.
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Obtaining Accurate Relative Band Edge Positions in Water from DFT/PBE Surface Dipoles
An additional question that previous work on photoelectrode/water interfaces raises is whether MBPT
calculations are necessary to obtain accurate band edge positions. Several computational efforts similar to
the work by Galli and co-workers81 have been dedicated to finding accurate absolute band edge positions of
photoelectrodes in water using FPMD in conjunction with MBPT,81,207,211 but it is unclear if the insights
provided by MBPT calculations justify the added computational cost and complexity. For example, in the
same work by Galli and co-workers discussed previously,81 the band edge positions in water of functionalized
Si(111) with respect to another reference surface (such as SiH) were found to be identical for DFT/PBE
and MBPT calculations (Table 6.1). Previous work, including this thesis, has shown that relative band
edge positions and surface dipoles are good predictors of device performance72 and can reliably capture
trends in experimental measurements of band edges (Chapter 4).18,72 However, these studies investigated
photoelectrode/vacuum interfaces. Few computational studies incorporating an explicit water environment
focus on calculating relative surface dipoles of functionalized surfaces at the DFT/PBE level, which could
potentially be equated to relative band edge positions, without a loss of accuracy as Table 6.1 suggests.
Therefore, in this chapter, surface dipoles rather than band edge positions of photoelectrode/water interfaces
are calculated. Specifically, we show that for the SiH surface, the band edge shift in water relative to its
value in vacuum (-0.27 eV in Figure 6.1) can be accurately obtained from the corresponding surface dipole
shift.
Table 6.1: Comparison between DFT/PBE and MBPT valence band (VB) edges and VB shifts relative to
SiH of functionalized Si(111) surfaces in contact with water (values from Ref.81). The VB shifts relative to
the corresponding SiH value are given in parentheses.
Surface termination VBM, DFT/PBE (eV) VBM, MBPT (eV)
SiH/H2O 4.49 4.99
SiCH3/H2O 3.63 (-0.86) 4.12 (-0.87)
SiCF3/H2O 5.88 (1.39) 6.38 (1.39)
SiCOOH/H2O 4.23 (-0.26) 4.73 (-0.26)
6.1.2 Goals of the Work
The primary goal of the work is to investigate the effect of an explicit water environment on photoelectrode
surfaces with polar, iono-covalent surface terminations in comparison to the widely-studied functionalized
non-polar Si(111) surface.81 FPMD simulations of the water interface with hydrogen-terminated Si(111)
(SiH) and hydrogen-terminated Ga-terminated and P-terminated GaP(111) surfaces (GaP-H) are performed
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to understand the effect of surface polarity and to obtain some general design principles for maintaining
a desired surface dipole and for promoting the surface stability of Ga-terminated and P-terminated GaP-
H surfaces. The main quantity of interest is the photoelectrode’s surface dipole, which can be related to
its band edge positions (Appendix A). We also show that relative band edge positions of photoelectrodes
in water can be accurately obtained from relative surface dipoles calculated at the DFT/PBE level, thus
avoiding the need for expensive MBPT calculations of absolute band energies.
6.2 Computational Methodology and Theoretical Background
6.2.1 Electrostatic Passivation of the GaP(111) Surface
A schematic of the as-cleaved GaP(111) simulation slab, which consists of alternating layers of Ga and
P atoms is shown in Figure 6.2 (a). The GaP(111) slab has two distinct surfaces - a Ga-terminated surface
on one side (bottom) and a P-terminated surface on the other (top). In the ionic limit, the formal oxidation
states of the elements are Ga+3 and P−3. The Ga- and P-terminated GaP(111) surfaces are polar in the ionic
limit because they carry a net excess surface charge, which can be understood from the schematics shown
in Figures 6.2 (b,c). In bulk GaP and the interior of the slab, which is shaded in orange in Figure 6.2 (a),
each Ga atom is bonded to four neighboring P atoms (Figure 6.2 (b)). The Ga atom donates 3/4 electrons
to each P atom and thus has a net charge of +3 e. Each P atom is in turn bonded to 4 neighboring Ga
atoms (not shown in Figure 6.2 (b)). The P atom accepts 3/4 electrons from each Ga atom and thus has
a net charge of -3 e. At the Ga-terminated GaP(111) surface though, each Ga atom is bonded only to 3
neighboring P atoms as shown in Figure 6.2 (c). Thus each surface Ga atom has an extra 3/4 electron
compared to a Ga atom in the bulk, giving it a net charge of 3 − 3/4 = +2.25 e. Similarly, each surface P
atom on the P-terminated GaP(111) surface has 3/4 electron less compared to a P atom in the bulk, giving
it a net charge of −3 + 3/4 = −2.25 e. This means that for every four surface Ga atoms, the net excess
charge on the Ga-terminated surface (compared to the bulk) is −3/4 × 4 = −3 e. Likewise, for every four
surface P atoms, the net excess charge on the P-terminated surface is +3/4× 4 = +3 e (Figure 6.2 (a)).
A slab with uncompensated surface charges that deviate compared to the bulk will have a non-vanishing
electric field in its interior, which is electrostatically unfavorable.218 Since photoelectrode surfaces are often
functionalized to improve PEC device performance,18,27,42,216 this prompts the question of the functional
group surface coverage that will electrostatically stabilize a slab with polar surfaces. The most favorable

























Figure 6.2: (a) Schematic of the as-cleaved GaP(111) surface where the green and gray atoms represent Ga
and P respectively. The bottom surface is Ga-terminated whereas the top surface is P-terminated. The
black dashed line represents a unit cell. The region shaded in orange represents the slab’s interior or
bulk-like region, which has a different charge distribution than the surface. (b) Schematic of charge
distribution on Ga and P atoms in the bulk. Each Ga and P atom has a net charge of +3 e and −3 e
respectively. (c) Schematic of charge distribution on Ga and P atoms at the Ga-terminated GaP(111)
surface. Each surface Ga and P atom has a net charge of +2.25 e and −2.25 e respectively. In (b, c),
positive and negative values indicate electron loss and gain respectively, and green and gray circles
represent Ga and P atoms respectively.
that of bulk GaP (±3 e per Ga and P atom respectively), thus giving rise to a vanishing electric field in the
slab’s interior.218 In the case of hydrogen functionalization considered in this chapter, each hydrogen atom
accepts one electron from a surface atom with a lower electronegativity.19 This is also true for commonly-
used organic functional groups with a carbon binding atom.19,76 Since Ga (1.6) has a lower electronegativity
than H (2.1), if three of four Ga atoms on the Ga-terminated surface are functionalized with hydrogen, the
surface donates exactly three electrons to the hydrogen atoms, thus removing the excess surface charge and
recovering the bulk-like net charge of +3 per Ga atom (or +12 per four Ga atoms). The P atoms on the other
hand have the same electronegativity as the H atoms. However, we found that if three of four P atoms on
the P-terminated surface are functionalized with hydrogen, the charges redistribute themselves such that the
slab’s electric field vanishes.1 This type of functionalization that minimizes the slab’s electric field is referred
to in this chapter as “electrostatic passivation” and it corresponds to a 75% coverage of hydrogen atoms on
both the Ga-terminated and P-terminated surfaces. The surface coverage required to achieve electrostatic
passivation could be different for functional groups that donate/withdraw a different number of electrons
1The bulk-like oxidation state is recovered for Ga, which forms perfectly ionic bonds with H. The surface P atoms form
covalent bonds with H and hence do not recover their bulk-like −3 oxidation state. However, the slab’s electric field does vanish.
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compared to hydrogen. It is worth noting that the requirement for surface charges here is analogous to that
for compensating charges for ferroelectric slabs discussed in Chapter 3.
Figure 6.3 shows the planar-averaged electrostatic potential for GaP(111) surfaces with (a) 0% (as-
cleaved), (b) 75% (electrostatically passivated), and (c) 100% coverage (chemically passivated) of H atoms
on both the Ga- and P-terminated surfaces. There is a non-vanishing electric field in the slab’s interior in
the as-cleaved and 100% hydrogen coverage systems, but the electric field is zero for the 75% case. Chemical
passivation (100% coverage with functional groups) of photoelectrode surfaces is common and desirable for
non-polar surfaces such as Si(111).27,50 However, since the electrostatically passivated surface was found to
be most energetically favorable, the FPMD studies in this chapter focus only on this surface.
6.2.2 Computational Model System
Figure 6.4 shows the computational supercells for the SiH/water and the GaP-H/water interfaces. The
number of Si monolayers and water molecules for the SiH surfaces were chosen to match previous work by
Galli and co-workers81 so as to compare our computed surface dipole shifts with their band edge shifts.
For the GaP-H slab, the slab thickness was chosen to be 7 monolayers, which was found to be a sufficient
thickness recover bulk-like behavior in the slab’s interior. The GaP-H slab has 12 Ga or P atoms per
layer and therefore, 3 Ga and P dangling bonds on the surface to achieve 75% coverage with H atoms. In
both cases, the supercell contained 108 water molecules, chosen to match the density of water at ambient
conditions.59,81,123
6.2.3 Input Parameters and Computational Details for FPMD Simulations
FPMD simulations were performed using VASP.112–116 For the DFT energy minimization steps of the
FPMD simulation, the generalized gradient approximation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) was used to
approximate the exchange-correlation functional108 and PAW pseudopotentials were used to describe the
interactions between electrons and ions.117 The photoelectrode/water systems were simulated as a canonical
((N,V, T )) ensemble at room temperature (298 K). The temperature was maintained using a Nosé-Hoover
thermostat219–221 as implemented in VASP. The PBE-GGA exchange-correlation functional is known to
result in over-structured water with too low a density because of the lack of non-local correlations to describe
dispersion effects.128 Following previous work on water/semiconductor interfaces,59,81,123,222 this limitation
was overcome by increasing the simulation temperature to 400 K in order to recover the structure of liquid
water at room temperature. In addition, dispersion effects were included using the non-local van der Waals
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Figure 6.3: Planar-averaged electrostatic potential of (a) as-cleaved GaP(111) (0% coverage) (b)
hydrogen-terminated GaP(111) at 75% coverage (c) hydrogen-terminated GaP(111) at 100% coverage. The
GaP slab has a non-zero electric field in (a) and (c), while the field is zero in (b). The step in the vacuum
potential is a result of including dipole corrections since the slabs are asymmetric. In (b), the step reflects
the work function difference between the Ga- and P-terminated surfaces. In (a,c), the step reflects the work
function difference between these surfaces and the potential drop due to the electric field in the slab.
functional by Klimes and co-workers.164–167 For the SiH and GaP-H surfaces in contact with water, a plane-
wave cutoff of 520 eV and 480 eV respectively, a gamma-point k -mesh, and a smearing of 0.05 eV were used.
The energy difference between consecutive electronic minimization steps was less than 10−5 eV.
The initial water geometry was obtained by performing an FPMD simulation for 30 ps of water in a box
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20.83 Å 20.19 Å
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: (a) Schematic of a supercell containing a 3× 2 SiH slab of 3 monolayers-thickness in contact
with a water environment containing 108 water molecules. (b) Schematic of a supercell containing a 3× 2
GaP-H slab of 7 monolayers-thickness in contact with a water environment containing 108 water molecules.
In both figures, the black dashed line represents a single unit cell.
of the same dimensions as the confinement between the photoelectrode surface and its periodic image. The
distance between the photoelectrode surface and its periodic image in the (111)-direction was 20.83 Å and
20.19 Å for SiH/H2O and GaP-H/H2O systems respectively (Figure 6.4). The number of water molecules
and the volume of the confinement were chosen to recover the density of water at ambient conditions (1
g/cm3).123 The water was then inserted above the photoelectrode surface and the system was allowed to
equilibrate for 3 ps followed by a 15 ps production run.59 Equilibration was considered to be achieved if two






where σT and 〈T 〉 are the standard deviation and mean of the temperature, and N is the number of particles
(ions) in the system. Second the density of the water away from the photoelectrode surfaces should approach
its “bulk” value of 1 g/cm3.123
Upon equilibration, a static DFT calculation of snapshots of the photoelectrode/water systems was
performed to obtain the corresponding charge density. The surface dipoles were calculated from the charge
densities using the “nanosmoothing” procedure described in Section 2.4. The plane-wave cutoff and smearing
for the static calculations were the same as above. The k -mesh was 4 × 2 × 1 and 4 × 3 × 1 for SiH and
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GaP-H respectively. However, the surface dipoles differed by less than 0.001 eV from those obtained from a
gamma-point calculation.
The surface dipole of the SiH surface in vacuum was calculated using DFT with the following simulation
parameters: plane-wave cutoff = 520 eV, Gaussian smearing = 0.02 eV, and k -mesh = 4 × 2 × 1. The
structure was relaxed until the forces on the atoms were less than 0.02 eV/Å and the energy difference
between consecutive steps was less than 10−5 eV. The surface dipole of the GaP-H surface in vacuum was
calculated using DFT with the following simulation parameters: plane-wave cutoff = 480 eV, Gaussian
smearing = 0.02 eV, and k -mesh = 4× 3× 1. The structure was relaxed until the forces on the atoms were
less than 0.02 eV/Å and the energy difference between consecutive steps was less than 10−5 eV. Since the
surface is asymmetric, a dipole correction was included to remove spurious dipole-dipole interactions in the
vacuum region. The vacuum thickness for both the SiH and GaP-H slabs was 15 Å.
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Surface Dipoles of Functionalized Photoelectrodes in Water
Surface dipoles of the SiH, and Ga-terminated and P-terminated surfaces of GaP-H were calculated for 20
snapshots chosen from the equilibrated FPMD run. Table 6.2 shows the calculated absolute surface dipoles
of the three surfaces in vacuum and in water, and the difference between the two values, which is the surface
dipole shift in water relative to the corresponding vacuum value.
The results in Table 6.2 point to three key insights. First, the water environment diminishes the surface
dipoles of all three surfaces compared to the corresponding vacuum values. In particular, the average surface
dipole shift of SiH is -0.30 eV with a standard deviation of 0.04 eV (Table 6.2), which is in good agreement
with the band edge shift of -0.27 eV calculated by Galli and co-workers (Figure 6.1).81 This suggests that
surface dipole shifts can accurately capture band edge shifts even in the presence of water, avoiding the need
for additional MBPT calculations. Second, the surface dipole shifts of SiH (-0.30 eV) and the P-terminated
surface of GaP-H (-0.56 eV) are surprisingly similar despite their very different surface charge distributions.
Galli and co-workers previously found that the band edge shift of hydrophobic and low-polarity functionalized
Si(111) surfaces in water is around -0.5 eV,81 and our results suggest that the P-terminated surface behaves
like this. Third, the surface dipole shift of the Ga-terminated surface is -2.61 eV, which is much greater than
the other two surfaces considered. In the study by Galli and co-workers,81 hydrophilic and high-polarity
functionalized Si(111) surfaces in water were shown to have band edge shifts in excess of −1 eV accompanied
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Table 6.2: Calculated absolute surface dipoles in vacuum (second column) and in water (third column).
The surface dipole shift in water relative to vacuum (difference between third and second columns) is also
shown. The surface dipoles in water are averaged over 20 snapshots and the corresponding standard
deviation is shown in brackets.




SiH 8.767 8.467 (σ = 0.04) -0.30
GaP-H, P-terminated 7.461 6.905 (σ = 0.08) -0.56
GaP-H, Ga-terminated 8.333 5.722 (σ = 0.05) -2.61
by significant charge transfer with the water environment. In order to effectively relate the calculated surface
dipole shifts to differences in surface polarity and insights regarding hydrophobic/hydrophilic surfaces from
previous work,81 the structure of the interfacial water environment and charge rearrangement between water
and the functionalized surfaces are investigated in the next section.
6.3.2 Interfacial Water Structure and Charge Rearrangement at
Functionalized Surface
Charge rearrangement or transfer taking place at the photoelectrode/water interface can be quantified
using the charge density difference, calculated as follows: ∆ρ = ρX+H2O − (ρX + ρH2O), where X is the
photoelectrode surface and ρX+H2O, ρX , and ρH2O are the planar-averaged charge densities of the pho-
toelectrode/water system, just the photoelectrode, and just the water, all frozen in the geometry of the
corresponding snapshot. Figure 6.5 (a) shows the charge density difference isosurfaces of the SiH/H2O
interface for a representative snapshot. Even though regions of electron gain (pink) and loss (green) are
visible, charge transfer between the SiH surface and water seems small compared to distortions in the charge
density within each atom. This can be seen from the fact that pink and green isosurfaces mostly appear
together in the same water molecule or on the same SiH surface site. If the charge transfer between SiH
and the interfacial water is indeed small, the SiH surface dipole in the presence of water (µSiH+H2Osurf ) should
be approximately equal to the superposition of the surface dipole of the SiH surface (µSiHsurf ) and the dipole
moment of the interfacial water layer (µint.H2O),
2 both frozen in the geometry of the snapshot. µSiH+H2Osurf
and µSiHsurf + µint.H2O averaged over seven snapshots are shown in the figure. The agreement between the
values confirms that there is little charge transfer between the SiH surface and the interfacial water, as
already suggested in previous work.81
2The interfacial water layer consists of the water molecules that interact with the photoelectrode surface either through
charge transfer or electrostatically through water dipoles. It can be quantitatively determined as the region in the water where
∆ρ is non-zero.
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Figure 6.5 (b) shows the charge density difference isosurfaces for a representative snapshot of the water
interface with the P-terminated GaP-H surface. Similar to SiH/H2O, regions of electron gain (pink) and
loss (dark green) seem to appear together in the same water molecule or GaP-H surface site, indicating that
charge transfer between the water and the P-terminated surface is rather small. One exception is a region
of electron loss on one of the three P dangling bonds (labeled) that seems to correspond to electron gain
in a nearby water molecule. However, this interaction does not appear to persist consistently when other
snapshots of the surface are considered. µP−terminated+H2Osurf and µ
P−terminated
surf +µint.H2O averaged over five
snapshots are also shown in the Figure 6.5 (b). The discrepancy in the values is 0.06 eV, which is larger
than in the case of SiH/H2O, suggesting that there is a little more charge transfer in this case. However, the
P-terminated surface can still be thought of as largely hydrophobic like the SiH surface. Moreover, despite
the surface polarity of the P-terminated surface, the fact that there are few chemical interactions between
itself and the water environment makes sense from the point of view of electrostatics. The P-terminated
surface at 75% coverage is electrostatically passivated and thus, adsorption of water molecules, which could
result in a redistribution of the surface charges is unfavorable. At the same time, the larger surface dipole
shift in water (Table 6.2) suggests that dipole-dipole interactions between the polar P-terminated surface
and water are stronger compared to the non-polar SiH surface.
Figure 6.5 (c) shows the charge density difference isosurfaces for a representative snapshot of the water
interface with the Ga-terminated surface of GaP-H. The much larger charge transfer between the photoelec-
trode surface and the water is immediately evident. The origin of the large charge transfer is the presence
of three water molecules molecularly adsorbed via their oxygen atoms on the three Ga dangling bonds.
µGa−terminated+H2Osurf and µ
Ga−terminated
surf +µint.H2O averaged over five snapshots are shown. The discrepancy
between the values is 0.219 eV, suggesting that the charge transfer between the surface and water has a
significant contribution to the surface dipole.
The behavior of the Ga-terminated surface is surprising because all three Ga dangling bonds become
passivated with molecularly adsorbed water molecules despite the fact that the surface was electrostatically
passivated to begin with. The adsorbed water molecules and the associated charge transfer explain the
much larger shift in the surface dipole of this surface relative to vacuum (Table 6.2). To examine if the
condition of electrostatic passivation (removal of excess surface charge by functional groups and zero electric
field in the slab) is violated by the adsorption of water molecules, the layer-wise net charges of the GaP-H
slab and the planar-averaged electrostatic potential are shown in Figure 6.6. The net charge on an atom is
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Figure 6.5: Charge density difference (∆ρ) isosurfaces for (a)SiH/H2O interface, (b)P-terminated surface of
GaP-H/H2O, and (c)Ga-terminated surface of GaP-H/H2O. Pink and green isosurfaces indicate electron
gain and loss respectively and the ± isosurface levels for all three figures are 0.003 and -0.004 respectively.
The interfacial water region for each surface where ∆ρ is non-zero, and µX+H2Osurf and µ
X
surf + µint.H2O are
also shown.
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four atoms shown in Figure 6.6 (a) reveals that the charge on the Ga-terminated surface is -2.99 e, which
means that the charges redistribute themselves to accommodate the three adsorbed water molecules without
violating electrostatic passivation. The surface GaP and H atoms on the Ga-terminated surface have a net
charge of -2.78 e and the three adsorbed water molecules have a total net charge of -0.21 e. Accordingly, the
planar-averaged electrostatic potential retains a zero net electric field in the slab despite the adsorbed water































Figure 6.6: (a)Layer-wise net charges per four atoms for a representative snapshot of the GaP-H slab in
water. In the interior of the slab, charges are shown for each GaP monolayer containing 4 Ga and 4 P
atoms. The charges on the surface are shown for the outermost GaP layer and any surface adsorbates
(hydrogen and/or water). Positive (negative) values indicate electron loss (gain). (b) Planar-averaged
electrostatic potential of GaP-H/H2O. There is no electric field in the GaP-H slab.
It is clear that electrostatic passivation plays an important role in determining the interaction of water
with both the Ga-terminated and P-terminated surfaces. In particular, electrostatic passivation remains
energetically favorable in the presence of a water environment, as seen from Figure 6.6 (b). However, the two
surface terminations behave very differently. The P-terminated surface shows minimal charge transfer with
water and its surface dipole shift relative to vacuum can largely be attributed to dipole-dipole interactions
with the interfacial water layer. This makes the P-terminated surface surprisingly similar to the non-polar
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and covalently bonded SiH surface. The Ga-terminated surface on the other hand becomes fully passivated,
but retains a surface charge distribution that maintains a zero electric field in the slab. Its surface dipole
shift relative to vacuum is also much larger due to the adsorbed water molecules.
The difference in behavior between the Ga-terminated and P-terminated surfaces can be explained in
terms of two properties of the GaP-H/H2O surface. First, we find that the majority of the interfacial water
molecules near both surfaces are oriented with their oxygen atoms pointed towards the surface, a feature that
has been observed for functionalized Si(111) surfaces as well.81 Second, the Ga-terminated and P-terminated
surfaces have a net positive (+12 − 3 = 9 e per four Ga surface atoms) and negative (−12 + 3 = −9 e per
four P surface atoms) charge respectively. In particular, the Ga and P dangling bonds also have a net
positive (+2.25 e) and negative (−2.25 e) charge. Therefore, the adsorption of water molecules via their
oxygen atoms is more favorable on the positively-charged Ga dangling bonds than the negatively-charged
P dangling bonds. We also find that the Ga atoms strongly prefer to maintain a +3 oxidation state even
in the presence of water, helping promote the observed charge transfer with the adsorbed water molecules.
Meanwhile, the unfavorable nature of the interaction between the P dangling bonds and the water molecules
results in its “hydrophobic” behavior despite its surface polarity.
6.3.3 Insights for Design Rules
First, the adsorption of water molecules on the Ga-terminated surface despite electrostatic passivation
suggests that the cation-terminated surface could be susceptible to photocorrosion. At the same time, the
relative chemical inertness of the P-terminated surface suggests that the anion-terminated surface might be
more stable in water. Even though studies of cation-terminated III-V surfaces are more common, there have
been a few recent experimental studies on both polar and non-polar surface terminations of GaN suggesting
that the nitrogen-terminated (anion-terminated) surface is more stable than the gallium-terminated (cation-
terminated) surface.223,224
Second, the high reactivity of the Ga dangling bonds on the electrostatically passivated Ga-terminated
surface suggests that functionalization chemistries that can achieve chemical passivation or sterically hinder
the adsorption of water on the Ga-terminated surface might help promote its stability against photocorrosion
in water.
Third, our work shows that the net surface charge and electronegativity of surface atoms are rough
criteria for designing hydrophobic photoelectrode surfaces (like the P-terminated surface) versus hydrophilic
photoelectrode surfaces (like the Ga-terminated surface). In particular, designing a hydrophobic surface
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would lead to a smaller decrease in the surface dipole in water (Table 6.2), which could be important for
photoelectrodes in which the barrier height is the limiting factor for device performance.27,72
6.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the effect of a water environment on the surface dipoles of hydrogen-terminated Si(111)
(SiH) and electrostatically passivated hydrogen-terminated Ga-terminated and P-terminated GaP(111) (GaP-
H) was studied, with the goal of determining differences that arise with an iono-covalent material having a
polar surface termination. It was first shown that surface dipole shifts in water accurately capture band edge
shifts in water, avoiding the need for expensive MBPT calculations. Next, the surface dipole calculations
provided surprising results for the GaP-H surface. The P-terminated surface was found to behave similarly
to the SiH surface, with a small shift in the surface dipole in water and very little charge transfer with the
water environment. In particular, the P dangling bonds did not seem susceptible to charge rearrangement
with water molecules. The Ga-terminated surface on the other hand showed significant charge transfer with
the water environment and the Ga dangling bonds became passivated with water molecules. Despite this,
the GaP-H slab maintained a zero electric field, thus remaining electrostatically favorable. We proposed that
the Ga- and P-terminated surfaces behave differently because the former has a positive net surface charge
whereas the latter has a negative net surface charge, resulting in more favorable adsorption of water molecules
via their oxygen atoms on the Ga-terminated surface. Finally, insights on design rules for functionalizing




This thesis presented four illustrative computational studies showcasing the role of molecule-surface inter-
actions in improving the performance or modeling of PEC devices. The studies showed how molecule-surface
interactions might be used to improve the surface chemistry of photocatalysts (Chapter 3), increase the
barrier height of functionalized photocathodes (Chapter 4), improve the modeling of doped semiconductor
surface properties at experimental doping densities using charge transfer doping (Chapter 5), and elucidate
the interactions of water with functionalized non-polar and polar photoelectrode surfaces (Chapter 6). The
computational methods used in this thesis are DFT, finite-element device modeling, and FPMD. By studying
a variety of photoelectrode surface properties using three different computational techniques, a systematic
body of work on photoelectrode/functional group interactions is developed, thus addressing the gap in theo-
retical studies compared to the more extensive experimental investigations of functionalized photoelectrodes.
The main contributions of this thesis include:
• The development of a multiscale approach combining DFT and finite-element device modeling to
simultaneously predict the surface dipole and barrier height of functionalized photoelectrodes.
• The development of a first-principles DFT approach to model doped surface properties at experimental
doping densities without the need for charged supercell simulations.
• The extension of the doping approach to model charged defects in 2D materials without the need for
charged supercell simulations.
Promising directions for future work include extending the multiscale model developed in Chapter 4
to study other photoelectrode properties such as electron transfer or surface recombination, applying the
approach for modeling doped semiconductor properties developed in Chapter 5 to rationally design bet-
ter photoelectrodes or semiconductor materials for other device applications, and testing the approach for
modeling charged defects in 2D materials (Section 5.4) on different types of defects and material systems.
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Band Edges and Surface Dipole
The surface dipole can be converted to a potential energy step (∆Vsurf ) using the Helmholtz equation,
∆Vsurf = 4πµsurf/A, where µsurf is the surface dipole (defined as positive if it points from a positive
to a negative charge along the surface normal direction) and A is the area of the surface. The effect of
∆Vsurf is to shift the semiconductor’s band edge positions at the surface by the same amount relative to
the vacuum level. Figure A.1 shows a schematic band diagram of a p-type photoelectrode with a positive
and negative surface dipole. A positive (negative) surface dipole increases (decreases) the band bending
or barrier height for a p-type photoelectrode. For an n-type photoelectrode, a positive surface dipole still
increases the energy difference between the band edges at the surface and the vacuum energy, but this has
the effect of reducing its upward band bending or barrier height, while a negative surface dipole increases



















Figure A.1: Band edges of a p-type photoelectrode with downward band bending without a surface dipole,
with a positive surface dipole (µsurf,1) that increases the energy difference between the band edges at the
surface and the vacuum energy, and with a negative surface dipole (µsurf,2) that decreases the energy
difference between the band edges at the surface and the vacuum energy. The orange dashed lines show the
positions of the band edges at the surface for the case with no surface dipole. The Fermi energy of the
semiconductor is equilibrated with the electrolyte redox potential.
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Appendix B
IUPAC Names of Functional Groups
The IUPAC names of the functional groups in Figure 4.4 are:
• diMeNPh: 1-N, 1-N, 3-N, 3-N-tetramethylbenzene-1,3-diamine
• triMeOPh: 1,2,3-trimethyoxybenzene
• triEthynylPh: 1,2,3-triethynylbenzene
• diMeOPh: 1,3-dimethyoxybenzene
• Naphthyl: Naphthalene
• Anthracyl: Anthracene
• triMePh: 1,2,3-trimethylbenzene
• EthynylPh: Ethynylbenzene
• FMePh: Fluoromethylbenzene
• ClPh: Chlorobenzene
• BrPh: Bromobenzene
• triFPh: 1,2,3,-trifluorobenzene
• triFCPh: Trifluoromethylbenzene
• diFPyridine: 2,6-difluoropyridine
• FPyrimidine: 2-fluoropyrimidine
• diNitroPh: 1,3-dinitrobenzene
111
